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T R A X S 1  T I (I A  .
I dropped a golden bowl—the gift of my gra­
cious Lord!—
My grasp relaxed its hold on the links of a 
silver cord.
I sank in a milk-white swoon— a torpid inflex­
ible rest,
A pulseless heart, a nerveless palm, a cold ala­
baster breast.
Rose-leaves drifted their snow over my closed 
eyes,
In their blue depths below binding the tears 
and sighs.
A faint, receding shore—the sob of an ebbing 
breath—
And I floated out on an awful tide—to the 
still, white realm of death:
Oh, pale moon, looking down .' oh, gold-headed 
stars! that slide
Your points of flame through rings of blue 
that loop on the inner side;
Did the hush of ineffable calm—the sweep of 
the wing* of peace—
Bear up to your heights evangel and psalm, 
and triumph of glad release?
Into the limitless space! Free from earth’s 
prison-bars!
Bathed in the rayless light that is born not of 
moon or stars.
Oh, music of angel harps! Oh, sheen of the 
golden floor!
Did I mirror my face in the globes of pearl 
that were set in the open door ?
Oh, love, never voiced on earth ? Oh, ripeness 
and fill of bliss!
I onlytouched the eternal shore— then drifted 
again to this.
— N EAKLT—
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BA L K A M , S. L ., Strong, Dealer in Drugs and Medicines. Groceries, etc.
B EAL, N . B., Phillips, President Union Na- tvinal Bank.
B E A L  & W O R T H L E Y , Phillips, Drugs. Fur­nishing Goods, Hats, Caps, Ac.
BEAL, H. E., Phillips, Sleigh and Carriage Painter and Repairer.
B LETHEN, A . J., Portland, Counselor• and Attorney at Law.
B UTTERFIELD, A . S., Farmington, Boots, Shoes, etc.
B URNS, Mrs. M. J„ Farmington, Millinery and Fancy Goods.
B YRON, j . II., Phillips, Dry Goods and Gro­ceries. Fine Family Flour a Specialty.
CH AN D LER , W . M., Phillips, Black Smith and Job Worker.
DILL, Harry P„ Phillips, Surveyor and Pub­lisher.
DUTTON, M, W ., Phillips, Boots, Shoes, Rub­bers and Moccasins.
ESTY, J. D ., Phillips, (Groceries, Confection­ery, Paints and Oils.
FARM ER, Sam’l, Phillips, Barden House and Livery Stable.
FAR R AR , B., Farmington, Harnesses, Blan­kets, Robes and Trunks. Prices very low.
FLETCHER, G. H ., Farmington, Proprietor Forest House.
C IL K E Y , C. F ., Strong, Horse Shoeing anil Job Work.
H AR D EN , M. \V„ Phillips, Fashionable Hair Dresser.
HALL, Joseph S., Fort Fairfield, Blacksmith Supplies, Horse Shoeing and Job Work. 
IN KLEY, N. U., Phillips, Dry Goods, Gro­
ceries, At.
UNTER, Warren, Strong, Physician and 
Surgeon.
UNTER. D. & Co., Portland, Groceries and 
Provisions.
I MB A L L, F. A.. Phillips, Physician and 
Surgeon.
LO W E LL , II. W ., West. Farmington, Grocer­ies, Ac.
M OORE, E. W ., Augusta, Crayon Portrait Artist.
M OORE,O. M „ Phillips, Job Printer; Editor and Proprietor of the Phonograph.
MORRISON, Jas. Jr., Phillips, Attorney at Law.
PA R K E R , B. T ., Phillips, Watchmaker amt Jeweler.
P R A T T , B. E.. Farmington, Attorney at Law  and Notary Public.
P RESCOTT, E. I)., Phillips, Proprietor Elm­wood House,
R OBINSON, E. M., Phillips, Furniture, Cof­fins and Caskets.
ROBERTS, R. L., Farmington, Artistic Pho­tographer.
S A W Y E R , P. A ., Phillips, Attorney and Counselor at Law.
SA W T E L L E , Frank, W est Waterville, Tax­idermist and Stationer.
SOULE, J. M„ Phillips Gran Slone Manu­facturer.
ST O Y E L L . Lee, Farmington, IA w ry Sta ble.
T HOM PSON, J. E., Phillips, Cashier Union National Bank.
TO O T H A K E R . A ., Phillips, Lumberman. Surveyor, Ac.
TO O T H A K E R , D. H „ Phillips, Dry Goods A Groceries.
TO O TH AK ER , C. L „ Phillips, Physician and Surgeon.







TLL, E. A ., Phillips, (Catches, Clocks and 
Jewelry.
ILLIAM S, E. A ., Auburn and Phillips, 
Dentist.
OUNG, G. W  •& Co., Kangeley, D ry Goods 
and Groceries.
Sandy River Railroad.
W ho doubts that money invested in 
the Sandy River Railroad will pay 
good interest?
A thorough and careful examination 
as to the facts in the case will convince 
the most obstinate skeptic. Offers 
from several reliable and responsible 
parties have been received, to furnish,* 1 
equip and complete the entire line, 
from Farmington to Phillips, with all 
the rolling-stock, fencing, depots, and 
everything complete for from $90,000 
to $100,000—-the latter price being the 
highest asked by either or these par­
ties. So the interest account on the 
whole won’t exceed $6,000 per year 
at most. Now, Mr. George E . Mans­
field, o f Bedford, Mass., a gentleman 
thoroughly acquainted with the build­
ing and operation o f a two-foot guage 
railroad, offers to furnish all the help 
and material, to keep the road in re­
pair, transfer the freight, run two 
trains daily each way, from Farming- 
ton to Phillips ; furnish and operate 
the whole thing for $25.56 per day, or 
$8,000 per year. So to pay the in­
terest on the capital stock, at six per 
cent., and operate the road will cost 
the company only $14,000 a year, to 
do more than double the business which 
is now costing the people upwards o f 
$20,000 annually.
It is proposed to reduce fares and 
freights at least one-third the present 
rates ; but who doubts the road will 
increase the business one-third, in 
which case the road will earn at least 
$20,000 and pay 12 per cent, cn the 
stock, subject, o f course, to incidental 
losses and expeuces.
Doubts may be entertained by some 
as to the truth of the above state­
ments, but facts are stubborn things 
and will ever bear their weight. When 
Mr. Mansfield first visited Phillips and 
looked over the line for a railroad 
from Farmington to Phillips, his esti­
mate was that a two foot gauge rail­
road could be built and fully equipped 
from Farmington to Phillips for 100,- 
000. Many doubted that it could he 
done for so small a sum ; but all 
agreed if it could be done for that, 
but little trouble would be had in se­
curing the necessary funds to complete 
the enterprise. The tacts are that a 
preliminary survey has been obtained 
and three prominent contractors have 
been over the route and have made of­
fers to complete the whole thing, vary­
ing from $90,000 to 100.000, the 
highest not exceeding the latter sum. 
So it is proven that Mr. Mansfield’s 
estimate as to construction was the 
outside figures. Now why should any 
one doubt his statments as to the cost 
o f operating and maintaining the line 
are equally the outside figures. I f 
any are in doubt we would refer them 
to his items of expenses, which in our 
judgment will convince the most, 
doubtful that his figures are all within 
bounds. S . F a r m e r .
How I found Livinston ? 1
No, not lhat, but how, when and un­
der what circumstance* trout in <rreat 
abundance were found to exist, in 
Rangeley lake, will be the theme o f 
this article.
As soon as it was known that war 
existed between England and the United 
States, a fearful foreboding o f the dead­
ly tomahawk and scalping knife per­
vaded the breasts o f backwoods set­
tlers, by night and by day, fearing 
that Indians would be sent through 
from Canada to kill, destroy and plun­
der, as had been the case in former 
wars. I think it was in June, 1812, 
while this state of feeling was well 
nigh at fever heat, that a certain man 
in search o f stray cattle on the inter­
vale o f the Oscar Sweet farm in 
Avon, thought he saw Indians in the 
woods. N ot stopping to reconnoiter, 
he put spurs to his horse, and John 
Gilpin like, he went, crying at the top 
o f his voice, “ Ingens! Ingens! In­
gens !”  As might have been expect­
ed at such a time, the terrific news 
spread like wild-fire. Horsemen went 
splashing through the muddy roads in 
every' direction, and the inhabitants of 
the remotest hamlet were soon startled 
by the cry of “ Ingens ! Ingens ! flee 
for your lives J”  With but few ex­
ceptions this summons was speedily 
complied with—  leaving with such 
precipitancy that house doors were 
left ajar, gates left open and bars left 
down. The consequences were that 
cattle walked into grain-field" and pigs 
into the house ; in one case overturn­
ing the churn left standing on the 
floor, and feasting on the half churned 
cream. Men, women and children went 
hastening on for some place, they 
knew not where. Suffice it to say,that 
ere the sable cu-tains , o* pujjki were 
drawn over the scene, the entire coun­
try back o f your village, had become 
depopulated. Some of the people kept 
on down to the lower towns, others 
makiug a halt at “ the river”  (what is 
now your village) where council of 
war was held. A  part o f the refugees 
stopped at Mr. Benj. Tufts’ house, 
the others repaired to the dwelliug of 
Elder Wilbur. The latter place was 
fortified by a stockade arouud the 
house, enclosing about an acre o f 
ground. After remaining in this de­
fensive attitude a few days, and no 
more discoveries of red skins having 
been made, and the people becoming 
somewhat weary o f this kind of war­
fare, council o f war No. two was 
summoned, at which it was decided 
to send out a reconnoileriug party to 
ascertain for a certenty whether*there 
were any savages arouud, or not. 
But who would volunter their services 
.in this hazardous enterprise, was the 
question? for surely, i f  there were 
hostile Indians around ; a smtdl party 
o f poorly armed men, unused to Indian 
warfare, strolling through a boundless 
forest, would run a narrow chance of 
escaping the deadly rifle and scalping- 
knife. But stout-hearted, courageous 
men were not slow in coming to the 
front. I am not positively sure that 
I correctly remember the names of 
the sex volunteers, but according to 
my recollections they were, Messrs. 
James Thompson, Elijah Clark and 
Elijah Howland o f Avon; Isaac Daven­
port, Jack Whitney and Miller I link- 
ley o f Phillips. These men traversed 
the forest back to Mount Saddleback, 
thence along its southern base, doubled 
its western end, ascended a north wes­
tern spur o f the mountain, and prob­
ably from this elevation they were 
looking for smokes arising from In­
dian encampments, they discried a 
sheet o f water, and wended their way 
toward it, striking the lake at its 
south-eastern corner, at a place where 
a mountain stream entered the lake. 
Here they found the stream literally 
alive with beautiful trout, and very 
soon caught many more than they could 
carry home.
They returned and reported that 
they discovered no signs o f Indians, 
which allayed the excitement and 
calmed in a degree the fears o f the 
people, most o f whom returned to 
their homes, and this ended the In­
dian war as far as the State o f Maine 
was concerned. And thus was it 
found that there was a lake beyond 
the mountains,in which the very nicest 
offish abounded in countless numbers. 
This discovery pioved a God-seud to
the back settlers in the almost famiue 
years that soon followed, still remem­
bered by many doubtless as “ the cold 
seasons,”  when corn crop sentirely fail­
ed, and- other crops fared but little bet­
ter. There were then no railroads 
to fetch provisions from the west. 
There was much suffering among the 
people for food. Many men went to 
the lake for fish, which helped much to 
keep the grim spectre o f starvation 
from their hearth-stones.
This Indian scare become a subject 
for some doggerel poetry, composed 
by two certain men in the town of 
Stroug, written in the measure o f 
Capt Kidd. One o f  the stanzas runs 
thus :
Six spies they did send out;
They wandered all about;
At the lake they Ashed for trout—
In Avon, in Avon :
At the lake they fished for trout—
In Avon.
Those men were died-in-the-wool 
Federalists, consequently bitterly op­
posed to the war; were wont to seize 
upon every incident in auy way con­
nected with, or growing out o f the 
war to show7t up in the most ridicu­
lous light possible. B. F. E.
Portland Nov. 29, ’ 78.
How Wealth is Accumulated.
As a rule, wealth is the result of 
industry, economy, attention to busi­
ness, and as a rule, poverty is the re­
sult o f idleness, extravagance and 
inattention to business, though to these 
rules there are thousand of exceptions. 
The man who has wasted his time, 
who has thrown away his opportuni­
ties, is apt to envy the man who has 
not. For instance, here are six shoe­
makers working in one shop. One o f 
them a’i lends to his business ; you can i 
hear the music o f his hammer late and 
early ; he is in love, it may be, with 
some girl on the next street; he has 
made up his mind to be a man, to 
succeed, to make somebody else hap­
py, to have a home ; and while he is 
working, in his imagination, he can 
see his own fireside, with the light 
falling upon the faces o f wife and child. 
The other five gentlemen work as lit­
tle as they can, spend Sunday in dissi­
pation, have the headache Monday, 
and, as a result, never advance. The 
industrious one, the one in love, gains 
the confidence o f the employer, and 
in a little while he cuts out work for 
those other fellows. The first thing 
you know he has a shop o f his own. 
the next a store, because the man of 
reputation, the man o f character, the 
man o f known intregrity, can buy all 
he wishes in the United States upon 
credit. The next thing you know he 
is married, and he has built him a 
house, and he is happy and his dream 
has been realized. After a while, the 
same five shoemakers, having pursued 
the old course, stand on the corner 
some Sunday when he rides by. He 
has got a carriage, his wife sits by his 
side, her face covered with smiles, and 
they have got two children, their faces 
beaming with joy , and the blue rib­
bons are fluttering in the wind. And 
thereupon these five shoemakers ad­
journ to some neighboring saloon and 
pass a resolution that there is an irre­
pressible conflict between capital and 
labor.
The faet appears to be pretty well 
established that not less than five per­
sons were connected with the robbery 
o f  the grave o f A . T  Stewart. The 
reward o f $25,000 for the conviction 
o f  the thieves, has been replaced by 
a reward o f $50,000 to be paid on the 
following terms : the whole sum to be 
paid to any one who will convict all 
the five thieves, or $4,0000 to any one 
who will betray the other four, or 
$10,000 to any one who will betray 
any single member of the conspiracy. 
As it must be clearly evident to the 
thieves that no money will be paid 
for the return of the body, it is hoped 
by this offer to create disentions 
among them and thus secure the turn­
ing States evidence by one which will 
convict the others. It is also believed 
that this course will also lead to the 
finding o f the body as its discovery 
would be essential to the witness in 
support o f the truth o f his testemouy. 
The question of “ honor among thieves”  
will be pretty thoroughly tested by 
such an offer.
On the Kennebec.
Naurantsuok or Norridgewock, an 
Indian name meaning “ Smooth wa­
ter between the falls,”  is situated on 
the Kennebec River, about five miles 
above Skowhegan, and one cannot 
help admiring the location o f this pret­
ty village. As you approach it you 
notice the spire o f the old church and 
glimpses o f the buildings are seen 
through the branches o f the trees. 
You drive along the spacious level 
street, which runs by the riverside, 
lined with noble trees, mostly elms, 
whose broad branchea meet and form 
a most grateful shade. Some o f  the 
trees are very large. One old 
willow, that must be as old as was the 
famous old elm of Boston, measures 
twenty feet around the base. The 
street is about thirty feet above the 
river, and nowhere does the Kennebec 
show to better advantage than here. 
About 500 feet in width at this point, 
the Indian name o f “ Smooth Water 
Between the Falls’’ describes it to per­
fection. In this respect it harmon­
izes with the surroundings, for rapids 
and fall would destroy the otherwise 
beautiful picture.
The buildings are, for the most part, 
very old, having been built from fifty 
to seventy-five years a g o ; but they 
are still iu good condition, the descend­
ants of those who built them seeming 
to take pride in keeping them up. 
Without exception this villiage is one 
o f  the quaintest in the country, and 
one could almost think that he had 
stepped back half a century as he 
views the old-fashioned appearance of 
the town ; but he might travel far and 
fail to find so pretty place as this. At 
the upper end o f the street is the very 
pretty home o f “ Sophie M ay,”  who has 
..charmed so many little folks with her 
iittle “ Prudy Stories.”  Hpu. S. D. 
Lindsey, M. C., who succeeded Hon. 
James G. Blaine, resides here. Rev. 
Mr. Savage, who preaches at the 
South End, in Boston, came from 
this place also. John S. Abbott, a 
lawyer of good repute, who was quite 
successful here, moyed to Boston a 
number o f years ago, and is now fol­
lowing his profession in that city.
A  few miles above the village you 
come to the historic spot, Indian Old 
Point, where the Jesuit Priest, Rasies, 
taught the dusky red men the Catholic 
faith. W e must give the Indians 
credit for showing taste in the selec­
tion o f location, for this is a lovely 
place. Here it is that the waters of 
the Sandy river join those o f the Ken­
nebec. Whittier, in his poem of “ Mog 
MeGone”  gives a fine description of 
Old Point. Nothing new marks the 
spot to distinguish it from other sur­
rounding fields, except the granite 
monument erected in August, 1833, 
by Bishop Fenwick o f Boston. In 
October, 1772, General Arnold, on 
his way to Quebec, passed a few days 
in this town with his army, consisting 
o f  about eleven hundred men, and sev­
eral members o f this settlement joined 
his forces. Nori’idgewock was made 
the shire town o f Somerset county in 
1809, and remained so until a few 
years ago, when, after a long and bit­
ter struggle, Skowhegan obtained 
the honor. The old county buildings 
still remain to remind the inhabitants 
o f  the past.
In looking over some old accounts 
o f  the first settlement o f this town, is 
noticed one thing that might shock 
some o f our good people of the pres­
ent day. In the summer o f 1794, 
the meeting-house was erected, and 
it was “ voted to buy one barrel o f W . 
I. rum to be used at 4he raising.” 
But that has all passed away, and 
whatever short-comings the inhabi­
tants may have, intemperance in not 
one o f them.— Fairfield Chronicle.
A  high toned but impecunious Chi­
cago youth recently jilted a Cincinna­
ti girl because he thought he found out 
that she was poor. Then she went 
and inherited $2,000,000,and wouldn’t 
speak to him.
“ My latest hempressions,”  remarked 
the horse thief, looking above his head,
“ are the m ost-------”  But just then
the crowd caught on and the debate 
was closed.
A  Missouri editor lias abandoned 
i his sacred calling and joined the min- 
! istrv.
True Heroism,
Let others write of battles fought 
Or. bloody, ghastly fields,
Where honor greets the man who wins, 
And death the man who yields ;
But I will write of him who fights 
And vanquishes his sins,
W ho struggles on through weary years, 
Against himself, and wins.
He is a hero staunch and brave,
Who fights an unseen foe,
And puts at last beneath his feet 
His passions base and low, $
And stands erect in manhood’ s might, 
Undaunted, undismayed—
The bravest man that drew a sword 
In foray or in raid.
It calls for something more than brawn 
Or muscle to o’ercome 
An enemy, who marcheth not 
With banner, plume and d r u m -  
foe forever lurking nigh,
With silent, stealthy tread,
Forever near your board by day,
At night beside your bed.
AH honor then to that brave heart, 
Though poor or rich he be,
Who struggles with the baser part—  
Who conquers, and is free;
He may not wear a hero’s crown,
Or fill a hero’s grave ;
But truth will place his name among 
The bravest of the brave.
“ LEFTENANT JIM.”
Time—About 11 o ’clock, a . m . of a 
November morning, 1868—a dead sky 
above and a dead earth beneath, as they 
are seen in dreams.
Place—A little creek wedged in be­
tween two high banks, and alow rickety 
bridge over the creek, whose three-foot 
depth of water was filmed with ice ; 
water whose sleeping ripples had not 
been wakened by the sun.
Person—A shabby, scarcrow sort of 
man bending over the rail, leaning the 
while on his arm. The figure hardly 
seemed a man. Its once black hat of 
felt was rusty-lined, and haggled with 
gashes, out of which sprouted thin 
bunches of jet black hair. The brim 
was pulled down, front and rear. The 
coat, once part of a nobby summer suit, 
was dirty, stained by rain, bleached by 
shine, and trimmed with holes, the scut­
tling leaks of unostentatious ill-for­
tune.
The repose of man and nature was 
suddenly and sharply ended. A tuneless 
whistle broke out behind one of the 
banks—a feeble, wavering spirit of hor­
rible discord—such a sound as only a 
little boy can make with cheeks and 
lips. The man turned his head a little. 
Through the air sailed a speck. It 
dropped upon the arm of the lounger. 
It was a stone. It hurts, for the man 
stood erect, uttered an oath, and turned 
his face to the road down which now 
trudged a small boy. The youngster 
and the whistle stopped as they reached 
the bridge. The face frightened the 
boy. It was thin, haggard, and savage, 
with a black beard of a fortnight’s 
growth, and wild eyes that showed by 
their setting how hunger had crowded 
them back and pinched the nose and 
cheeks ; not a cruel face, all in all, but 
one made pitiable by hopelessness and 
starvation.
“  You young rascal,” he said, catch­
ing the little fellow and giving him a 
gentle shake ; “ I ’ve a good mind to drop 
you into the river and let the minnows 
fight for you. What did you hit me for, 
eh ?**
The captive, more frightened than 
hurt, yelled at the first touch, and then 
boy-fashion, dropped to tears.
“ What did you mean ? ” asks the man, 
suddenly softening in temper and 
speech, and putting his hand, with 
kindly touch, on the little fellow’s 
head.
“ I  didn’t mean nothin’, ”  sobbed the 
child. “  I—I was only tryin’ to whistle.”
“ H a! ha I That was it, eh? You 
made a very bad note in your tune, 
don’t you know ? You pegged me with 
a stone. The stone hurt, hurt even a 
fellow like me.”
“  I didn’t mean to ,”  says the child.
“ Of course not. I know that now. 
You couldn’t see me. I ’ll apologize. 
Now stop crying, cheer up, call it even, 
and let’s be friends ! Is it a bargain ? ”
But the sobs would come up and the 
tears fill the eyes. The boy had sprung 
a leak and seemed likely to sink. The 
man became nervous. He might fright­
en a grown-up fellow, and enjoy the 
victory ; but as to this child—w ell! he 
was heartily ashamed of himself. So 
he tried the strategy of wealth. He 
thrust one hand into the ruins of a pock­
et t It worked about therein like the 
scoop of a dredge. It came to the en- 
trace, full of debris.
“  See here, little one ! ”  he cries, get­
ting down upon his knees, and spreading 
his collection upon the boards. “ Just 
look here! Isn’t this bric-a-brac, as 
they call it ? ”  That’s a brass b u tton - 
useless for want of a button-hole. That 
comb I ’ll keep for jjiy party-going hair. 
Yes ! I  know you have one. That’s to­
bacco, but you don’t chew. This fat 
jack-knife is no good, for it will not cut. 
I  only keep it because it shuts up when 
I  want to talk. Ugh! Don’t touch 
that! for it’s vile tobacco. Here’# a 
key to a house I never owned. Let me 
see ! That, I guess, is bread done up in 
tobacco. W e’ll “ cast that upon the 
waters,”—pitching it into the creek. 
Wheat—the last of my crops. String— 
you can’t eat that and there’s not enough 
for a kite. Ah ! Here we have it— 
“ the sad remains of an ill-spent life ” 
and he flopped in the palm of his hand 
a dingy five-cent piece. Now sonny, 
wring out your eyes, stop crying, make 
friends with me, and the money is yours 
for candy or the misaionary-box, as you 
choose. Is it a bargain? ”
The boy’s eyes brightened. He swal­
lowed his sobs, put out his hand, took 
the money and said—“ Thank y o u !”  
His captor laughed.
“ That’s the way of the world, Johnny, 
boy. You can always buy silence for 
grief. Remember that, when you come 
to make your will. As I ’ve paid yon 
for five cents’ worth of misery, show me 
the candy store !” He had said all this 
in a grave way, just as if he were talking 
to some one wb o could understand him; 
and the boy had looked on just as if he 
did not (which was the fact) compre­
hend what was meaiit But “  candy 
store ” were two words of one meaning 
for him, and he became a guide where, 
heretofore, he had not even followed.
“  It ’s at Winscom,” he said.
“  And where is that, my cherub ?”
“  Over the hill there. I was going to 
it when you cotched me.”
“ Tut! tut I Don’t say cotched! 
Say caught!”
“  Caught!”
“ Excellent. Now I ’m going to 
Winscom. Somebody in it owes me a 
big dinner for not giving me my break­
fast. Will your royal littleness—that 
is to say, Johnny, will you ride?”
“ Where’s your horses?” asks the 
boy.
“ In my boots, infant! Oh, you 
needn’t look for them. They’re sure to 
be out at the toes, when you want ’em. 
Don’t be afraid. I ’m a tramp, and I ’m 
hungry; but I  don’t eat little boys. 
Steady, now, sit on my shoulder 1”
With a laugh, and a whistle as sharp 
as a mocking-bird’s, he swung the child 
to his shoulder, settled him firmly and 
moved slowly and with labored steps 
over the road to Winscom, his rider 
aglow the while with boyish exultation,
and chirruping like a jockey.
*  *  *  *  «
“  Let me down !”  shouts the boy, as 
they arrive in the outskirts of Wins­
com. I live in that house. Oh, papa ! 
papa !”
A bare-headed man, standing with his 
back to the road, looked around, and 
then came hurriedly to the gate. His 
boy in the possession of a ragged strang­
er gave him a fright.
“ Here you! What are you doing 
with my son ?” he demanded. “  Rob, 
get down this minute. Ain’t you 
ashamed of yourself ?”
“ He ought to be,”  answered the 
tramp, as he swung the boy to the walk. 
“ He ought to be. The Lord knows 
I ’m ashamed of myself. But, sir, we 
can’t all be Vanderbilts. I ’m no inten­
tion of stealing your son. I  gave him a 
lift because I liked him. Good-morn­
ing !” and with a downward jerk front 
and rear to the brims of his shabby old 
hat and punching his hands into shabby 
old pockets, this woeful vagabond went 
shuffling away against the raw wind and 
down the leaf-carpeted street.
The respectable citizen, for half a 
minute, seemed puzzled, and leaned 
over the gate, shading his eyes with 
his hands, though there was no sun, 
and inattentive to the story which the 
urchin at his legs was pouring out.
“  I ’ll swear it’s he,” he says at last. 
“ It’s Jim. I ’d know him among a thou­
sand.”  Then, half opening the gate, he 
called out:
“  Leftenant I”
The figure proceeded without a re­
sponsive motion.
“  Leftenant J im !’’
That time it was a shout. It was 
heard. The tramp halted, whirled 
half about, touched his hat involun­
tarily, shook his head angrily, call­
ed himself an idiot, whirled about 
and went on his way at a more rapid 
pace than he had shown during the day 
—and all regardless of the recall of 
“  Leftenant! Leftenant!”
“ That was tfio dear old call of the 
dear old boys; and it is Belden, by all 
that’s great,”  he says, half pleased with 
the recall, and yet half angry at discov­
ery. “ But why can’t I  be left alone 
and utterly lost to all who knew me be­
fore I  became a—a tramp ?” —and the 
last word came out with an emphasis 
that showod an agony of shame: “ I ’d 
kill myself if I dared. Ah, if I dared. 
Bah ! I ’m hungry. No breakfast, and 
here it is high noon by the sun. ‘ Lef­
tenant Jim,” :d you want something to 
eat or drink, you must beg for it, you 
hero of lunacy, you miserable vagabond, 
you outcart, you pauper.”
He was not joking with himself when 
he brought out these last words. He 
was somberly mad. At the same time 
he was so full of shameful hesitation at 
the inevitable course that he would have 
to pursue in order to get a meal, that 
he abandoned the main street and 
sought the shelter of the underbrush by 
he river, that he might think over the 
matter.
Meantime Belden had run into the 
house for his hat.
“  W ife,”  he cried ; “  Sis, both of you, 
listen ! I ’ve just seen Leftenant Jim. 
I  am going out to catch him, confound 
him. ”
“ Bring him to dinner, Charlie !” 
says both of them in one voice, for they 
had heard of this friend for years. But 
when Rob told his little adventure, and 
described his morning’s companion, 
they rather hoped the lieutenant might 
not be caught.
* * * * *
Up into the village raced Belden. He 
had missed his man on the road. At the 
drug store, at the tavern, at the grocery, 
he demanded— “ Have you seen ‘ Lef­
tenant Jim ?’ ”  No one had seen him ; 
but few, apparently had heard of him. 
At the postoffice the crowd of loungers 
were just as ignorant, just as indifferent 
as were those at the other resorts. More 
than that, some of them asked for in­
formation as to the officer’s identity. 
It was then that Belden became an im­
age of wrath, that he glared with fierce 
eyes, that he smote his hands and snap­
ped his fingers in indignation.
“  Who is Leftenant Jim ? Nice men 
you are. I ’ve told you forty times, but 
I ’ll tell you again. I ’ll tell you who he 
was and—and, thanks to a grateful 
country I—what he is. He was a soldier
without fear, a hero unhonored, and a 
sergeant without promotion, save by his 
comrades—and I was one of them. It 
was plain private Jim, who got six bul­
lets in his body for picking up his com­
pany’s flag and holding it until the ene­
my had to tear it from him in 
strips and make his body a bullet- 
pouch. It was Corporal Jim who with 
four men captured a six-pounder at 
Chancellorsville and fought it until only 
Jim was left. It was Sergeant Jim who, 
in the Wilderness, while waiting under 
tire for orders to advance, Jeft tliepwdks, 
picked up a shell that lay with burning 
fuse not ten feet from him, carried it to 
a mud-puddle and threw it in. It was 
then the boys made him leftenant. And 
two hours later it was this same leften­
ant who fought like a demon over the 
body of his wounded colonel, and got 
two saber cuts as his reward for saving 
his man. He wanted to die, he said, 
but eouidn’t get kiiled. That’s a little 
of what he was. To-day I ’ve seen him 
—I thought he was dead—and he is a 
tramp, gentlemen, a miserable vaga­
bond, with clothes too mean for a 
scavenger, and without food enough in­
side of him to keep his skin in place. 
Give him something to eat if he asks it, 
and” you’ll feed a hero. As for me, he 
is to me as a brother. My home shall 
be his home, if I can find him.” Hav­
ing delivered this speech, he set out 
once more in search of his friend.
Poor Jim, crouching in the brush, 
weary and cold, had dozed a little at 
first. Then he began to chew basswood 
buds and wondered, as he munched, 
how and where he should get his dinner. 
He disliked to venture out of his place 
of concealment, for he feared Belden 
more than he ever feared an enemy. In 
all his vagabondage he had never yet 
asked for more costly charity than a 
drink of water/ He had worked when 
he could get anything to do, and earned 
his money, the last of which had gone 
to the boy. He had avoided towns be­
cause their people were inhuman, giv­
ing strangers no chance. But he was in 
Winscom—the great city lay only a 
dozen miles away—and he must eat 
though he begged for it, and was turned 
from door after door.
He rose to his feet, every motion caus­
ing him pain, and came out into an open 
lot. The wind had freshened since 
morning. The skies had darkened, and 
dashes of fine snow gave signs of a bad 
night. Adown tbe long street into 
which he emerged not a person was to 
be seen. A dull town, thought the lieu­
tenant, forgetting that its men went to 
the city. Then he made a circuit to 
avoid Belden, and to escape groups of 
people. He began his disagreeable 
task at a diagonal point of the town from 
where he started.
At three houses the door was shut in 
his face before his request for food 
was half spoken. The “ Leften­
ant ”  swore at this sort of treat­
ment. That was natural enough for a 
hungry man who had been a hero ; but 
everybody did not know his record. Of 
course not, and they would never hear 
of it from his i*pU Moody and despair­
ing, he prepared for what he resolved 
should be his last request. A hand­
some cottage was before him. It was 
well-lighted, for the dusk was falling. 
He pushed up his hat on one side and 
pulled it down on the other, that it 
might have a more jaunty look. He took 
that trouser leg out of his boot and de­
posited in his pocket the string which 
had belted his coat. Those little alter­
ations did not change his appearance 
much, but they softened some of the 
outlines. His timid knock at the back 
door was answered by a buxom Irish 
girl. As the door opened, there rushed 
out the fragrant incense of roasting 
turkey,
4!I am hungry,”  he began. “ I ’ve 
had nothing to eat to-day.”
The door began to close. He put his 
hand against it.
“ For heaven’s sake give me some­
thing, if it’s not more than a crust of 
bread ! ”  •
It was the hero “ Lieutenant J im ” 
who was pleading for just a few mouth­
fuls. The door opened a little.
“ Ye’re a hard-looking tramp, ye are,” 
said the girl.
“  I know it,”  admitted tbe lieutenant.
“  And the mistress is mighty particu­
lar, ” continued the girl. ‘ ‘ The last one 
of ye’s we fed just ran away wid the 
shpoon, though, to bo sure it was an 
ould iron one. Ye’s a mighty ugly fel­
low.”
“  Perhaps. But I don’t steal,”  as­
serted the ex-soldier. “ Now think a 
minute! I ’ve eaten nothing to-day. 
Give me a bit of something. I ’ll eat it 
in the back yard—anywhere.”
“  Well, come in,” said the girl doubt­
fully. “ I ’ll take my chances. There, 
set in that chair and don’t shpake a wur- 
rud.”
She bustled around and soon handed 
him a plate loaded with cold meat and 
bread, a generous slice of butter on the 
edge, and a bowl of milk to keep the 
food company.
“  Pitch in now !” she ordered. “  You 
tind to your business and I ’ll tind to 
mine, but no thavery. ”
Dinner had not been served. He 
heard the hum of distant conversation 
and little bursts of laughter in a distant 
room. Now and then some one struck 
a piano. The lieutenant’s keen eyes 
swept the kitchen and the pantry. Be­
fore him was a wealth of pies. A pot of 
coffee on the stove bnbbled up its in­
cense. The turkey sizzled and crackled 
in the oven. Dishes of apples and nuts 
and raisins were upon the long table. 
Everything betokened unusual festivi­
ties.
“ A party ?”  he*said, noddiug toward 
the front part of the house.
“ Thanksgiving day I” was the senten­
tious reply.
“ Ah ! so it is. I  had forgotten it. It 
is a day not down in my almanac.”
The girl stopped as if to s*y some­
thing, but changed her mind and went 
on with her work.
A door opened and a little fairy\>f a 
girl perhaps six years old came in to the 
room. She stood with her hands be­
hind her, and watched the “ man ” eat. 
His plate was nearly empty. He felt like 
one intoxicated.
“  Were you ever hungry, little one ?” 
he asked of the miss, scraping the last 
crumbs off his plate.
“  Lots of times; but never so hun­
gry as you. And I don’t eat in the 
kitchen. ”
Nor I, either, always; but I like 
it.”  said the lieutenant, rubbing his 
mouth on the back of his hand in lieu 
of a napkin. “  In fact, it’s fine.”
“  Don’t ye’s talk too much now, Miss 
Laura 1” ordered Bridget, kneeling to 
baste the turkey. The small girl shrug­
ged her shoulders and pouted.
“  Is you really a tramp ?”  asks Laura, 
coming a little nearer.
“  A first-class one,” says the lieuten­
ant. “  look at my boots,”  and he bal­
anced his feet on his heels.
“  They’s real funny. They’s laugh­
ing,” said the child, stooping over to 
study the chasms in the toes.
“  Don’t your papa wear such boots ?”  
inquired the man.
“  I ain’t got no papa,”  the girl re­
plied.
“  Nor I ,”  laughed the tramp, but the 
child was very sober.
“  My name’s Laura, what’s your 
name ?”  she asked a moment later.
“  My name ?” said the lieutenant, his 
face becoming very grave. “  My name ? 
I  haven’t any. I  lost it long ago.”
“  Did anybody find it ?” was the ques­
tion sagely propounded. She stood 
close to him now, one hand on his knee, 
and wistfully looking up into his face. 
A something he saw in it overcame 
him, and he bowed his head in his 
hands.
“  Don’t be imperent !”  said Bridget. 
“ Lave the man alone ! I think you’d 
better be going, sir.”
The leftenant raised his head.
“ I think so, too.”  He looked again 
into the child’s face—stooped down and 
kissed her.
“ My hat!”  he demanded, sharply, as 
he turned away.
It was near the dining-room door, 
where Bridget’s dress had swept it. He 
stooped to pick it up. At the same in­
stant the door opened and a handsome 
woman, richly dressed and not more than 
thirty years of age, stood in the door­
way. As he rose his face looked into 
hers. His hat dropped from his hand 
and he staggered back.
“  O God !”  he cried. “  It is Marian.” 
A quick cry of surprise and joy came 
from the lips of the woman. She placed 
her hands on his shoulders and gazed 
lovingly and mutely into his face. The 
man’s head slowly drooped.
“  Husband, look at me !”  she cried, 
catching his hands in hers.
“ I cannot, I dare not. See what I 
am! Remember what I wae— to you,” 
he said.
“ Always my husband, James, and 
always forgiven.”
“ Always your husband ?”  standing 
erect and with a wild vigor in his atti­
tude. “  Marian, I heard that the law 
had freed you from me, because I struck 
you when I  was drunk, and in my shame 
deserted you when I was sober.”
“  It was all false. I have waited for 
you for five long years. I  knew you 
would come back some day. Now you 
are here. Poor, poor husband! How 
you must have suffered ! Come with 
m e! Laura, child, com e! The back 
way is clear. ”
Still he hung back. “ I  am not fit,”  
he said. “  I am forever disgraced. Let 
me go away and come back again some 
time when I am no longer a tramp.”  
“ James, this is Thanksgiving Day. 
It is our day, if anybody’s. Yon must 
come. You are no longer a tramp, 
thank God > Como ! It is home again 
for all of us ;”  and putting her arms 
around her husband she led him out of 
the room and out of his bondage.
An hour later the tramp sat at his 
wife’s table as a gentleman, dressed in 
black clothes, his hair trimmed, his 
beard cut in civilized shape. The trans­
formation was complete. To his wife, 
her father, her brother and her brother’s 
wife, he told, after grace, the story of 
his self-imposed exile, of the shame and 
remorse which had followed him for 
years, of the strange faith which had 
brought him back that night to the 
presence of one whom he had supposed 
to be a thousand miles away, and for­
ever lost to him.
Happy ! No home ever knew keener 
joy than waited upon this reunion ; no 
home ever had such pathos at its Thanks­
giving diuner. Of all his heroism none 
was nobler than that which made “  Lef­
tenant Jim ”  once more a husband and 
father—the heroism of confessing and 
regretting the greatest wrong of his 
life. ______________________
Singular Variety of Fruit.
It was at a tea party, on Union street. 
The lady had just served the company 
with dishes of preserved pears, and was 
receiving with becoming humility the 
flattering encomiums upon the delicious 
article, when a tall, solemn-looking 
guest, who toed in, and was near-sight­
ed, drew from his dish a long blonde 
hair, and held it close tip to his face for 
inspection. The company gave one 
shudder, and sat petrified* Just when 
it seemed as if the very lightnings from 
heaven must annihilate the near-sighted 
man, and when the hostess was about to 
fall into hysterics, the head of the family 
rallied to the rescue, with great tact.
“ A hem ?” he began, clearing his 
throat, “ these are a most singular vari­
ety of fruit— most singular; my own 
raising. They grow with an appendage 
closely resembling human hair. Some 
of the pears when on the tree were fairly 
covered with what appeared to be a full 
set of whiskers. Most singular thing. ”  
The company gasped and recovered. 
— Rockland Courier.
The Old Maid of Athens.
Rome where you will and man is false , 
His Spain may be most dire—
When once he has a Belfast, he 
Will shortly of her Tyre.
Pekin this Brest and you will see 
That Isle of Man most dearly,
And yet Isay this Dublin plan 
Will Rouen us quite clearly.
Heed not, oh, maid, the sighs and W Lea  
Of man, or else forlorn you
Will rue the time; when feet erect,
He’ll puff his Sweden scorn you.
Though you be Hungary for love, 
There’s Norway that you can
Havana thing that’s safe to do 
With such a brute as man.>
— Eugene Fuid,
On the rail—A scolding woman.
Items o f Interest.
England proposes to import dried 
oysters from China.
Throw physic to the dogs ; ile none of 
it. And it was castor away.
Ode to a five-hundred-dollar sealskin 
cloak : “  Thou art so dear and yet so
fur. ”
Overskirts are worn long.—Fashion  
Item. Yes, all winter long.—N. Y.
News.
There is no better anti-fat remedy than 
whisky; it will make a man leau in short 
order.
Gloves with buttons and opening at 
the sides seem to grow inffavor with the 
ladies.
The Waco Exam iner estimates the 
wheat crop of Texas this year at 12,000,-
000 bushels.
The first steam engine on the oonti, 
nent of America was brought from Eng­
land in 1753.
Seven hundred million postage stamps 
are annually defaced in the American 
post offices.
A lisping young lady said she hoped 
to get married before she was old as 
“  Mith Thuthelah.”
Lawyers are never more earnest than 
when they work with a will—that is, if 
the estate is valuable.
A boy who went after chestnuts on a 
Sunday, broke the Sabbath, his right 
leg and his suspenders.
Sam— “  John, do you think my poetry 
makes music?”  John— “ D on’t know, 
Sam, but it makes me sick.”
To a young man struggling with a 
a still younger mustache, the “  darkest 
hour is just before the down.”
I  will listen to any one’s convictions, 
but pray keep your doubts to yourself.
1 have plenty of my own.— Goethe.
It is when a woman tries to whistle 
that the great glory of her mouth is 
seen without being very much heard.
Fiesole is one of the few Italian towns 
which have a right to create nobles. A 
title' of count can be bought there for 
$100.
In the Irish language, the electric 
telegraph is called sgeol abada bo it a, 
the literal translation of which is “  news 
upon stilts.”
Don’t be old-fashioned enough to 
speak of a verbose man as “ a gas 
house.”  Refer to him as an “ electric 
light generator. ”
In a discussion on cremation at a 
London club a member is credited with 
the argument: “ We earn our living, 
why should we not urn our dead V
“  Uneasy lies the head that wears a 
crown.”  Of course it does. And this is 
the reason kings and queens don’t sleep 
with their crowns on. — Norristown  
Herald.
A sewing machine agent, who was very 
ill, being told that he must prej>are to 
pay the debt of nature, wanted to know 
if it couldn’t be paid on the monthly in­
stalment plan.
“  Is your master up?” asked an early 
visitor of a nobleman’s valet. “ Y ob, 
sir, ”  answered the valet, with great in­
nocence ; “  the butler and I  carried him 
up about three o ’clock.”
The New York H erald  tells of “  an 
American young lady of eighteen 
springs.”  Probably her name is Sofa— 
Boston Post. Mistake— Sara Toga.— 
Boston Commercial Bulletin.
Twelve thousand different works have 
been published in regard to the Ameri­
can war. A good deal of this war litera­
ture first saw the light in Europe, but 
the bulk appeared in the United States.
Not over one person in three has legs 
of equal length, and every man should 
be posted on the relative length of his 
limbs that he may know which one to 
use for short and wLich one for long 
kicking.
When coffins in Russia are covered 
with cloth, the color indicates the char­
acter of the deceased. If the body is a 
young person, crimson is used ; it a 
widow, brown ; if a father, yellow; but 
black is never used.
“ What,”  asks a correspondent, 
“ causes the hair to fall ou t?” Before 
we answer we must know whether you 
are married or single. This is important 
to a true understanding of the case.— 
Keokuk Constitution.
A young husband who was advised by 
his wife to put on his overcoat to wear 
down town one cold morning, complied 
with her request by pinning a pawn 
tii'ket on the lappel of his undercoat. 
She could not see through it.
Every blade of grass in the field is 
measured ; the green cups and the color­
ed crowns of every flower are curiously 
counted; the stars of the firmament 
wheel in cunningly calculated orbits; 
even the storms havo their laws.
French papers state that Gambetta is 
about to marry a widow with a fortune of 
$8,000,000. i f  the right-angled and 
everlasting truth wore told it would 
probably be that he was about to marry 
a fortune of $8,000,000 with a widow.
SUMMARY OP NEWS.
Eastern and NM ddlest& te*
Owen Gauaghau and Benjam in Griffith were 
killed and two other m en badly injured by a 
tire-danm explosion in a coal mine at Nesqua- 
honiug, Fa.
The wrestling match between James Owons 
and Charles Conner, at Boston, for the cham­
pionship and $1,000 a side, resulted in a victory 
for Owens.
Discrepancies amounting to about $3,000 in 
the accounts of H on, W illiam  T. Dayis, presi­
dent of the Plymouth (M ass.) national bank, 
having been discovered, the directors met and 
domanded his resignation.
^ Official returns from  all the counties of New 
York give the following result for the head of 
the State ticket, supreme court judg6: Ee- 
publican, 391,341 ; Democratic, 353,-132; Green­
back, 75,194 ; Prohibition, 4,225.
A dozen buildiDgs in the business part of 
Mayville, N . Y ., have been destroyed by fire. 
Total loss on buildings estimated at $20,000 ; 
insurance, about $10,000.
Three white and six colored persons were 
publicly whipped at the jail in Newcastle, Del., 
the other day.
Abraham Yoorhees, president of the broken 
State bank of New Brunswick, N. J., and three 
other directors o f the institution, were arrested 
upon the charge of conspiracy to defraud the 
depositors by misappropriating the deposits.
Considerable curiosity and * speculation is 
aroused concerning the wonderful case of Miss 
Fancher, of Brooklyn, who was severely in­
jured thirteen yearR ago, since when she has 
lain in a trance-like condition much of the 
time, eating scarcely enough food in all these 
years to last a healthy person f< rty-eight 
hours. 8he is reported to have developed "ex­
traordinary powers, resembling what is known 
as second sight or clairvoyance, reading with 
ease the contents of sealed letters, describing 
articles in hidden packages and perusing books 
while absolutely blind. Many clorgymen, phy­
sicians, men of letters and of intelligence have 
visited her, Rnd all pronounce her case one of 
the m ost extraordinary on record.
The steamer John Bramhall, which sailed 
from New Haven with $270,000 worth of arms 
for Constantinople, some time ago, and went 
ashore on Little Gull island in a fog, has| broken 
in two parts. Two thousand cases of shot and 
.-.hell remaining on the wreck will be removed. 
The Vermont legislature passed a law grant
The estimates for tho support of the United 
States navy for the next fiscal year are $14,- 
000, 000.
Tho sum appropriated for pay of army pen­
sions during tho last fiscal year' was $28,000,- 
000, and the amount actually paid was $26,- 
955,982.13.
The following figures takon from the annual 
report of the comptroller of the currency, are 
of interest : In my last annual report a state­
ment was given from estimates made hv the 
director of the mint, showing that the prob- 
able amount of coin and bullion in the country 
on June 30, 1877, was $242 855 858, of which 
$50,135,698 was silver. Assuming this esti­
mate to have been substantially correct, the 
movement of coin and bullion for the year 
ending June 30, 1878, and the amount in the 
country at the latter dat«. is shown, from 
further estimates of the director of the mint, 
to have been as follows :
Eastimated amount of coin and 
bullion in the country June 30.
1877...................................................... i $242,855,858
Estimated product of the mines
for the year..................................... 99 000,000
Importations for the year...............  29,821.314
Total...................................................$371,677,172
Deduct exportations. ..$11,697,555 
Amount used in the 
arts and manufac­
tures ..............................  27,535,670-39,233,225
Total estimated amount of 
coin and bullion in the coun­
try on June 30, 1878...........$332,443,947
Of this amount, $214 353.390 was in gold 
coin and bullion and $88,090,557 in silver coin 
and bullion. The increase for the fiscal year 
was $89,588,089, of which $51,633,160 was in 
gold coin and bullion and $37,954,929 in silver 
coin and bullion. The director estimates the 
amount of gold coin and bullion in the country 
on Sept. 30, 1878, at about $259,353,390, and 
of ailver coin and bullion at about $99,090,- 
557, making a total of $358,443,947. The 
amount of national banknotes outstanding on 
on November 1, 1878, was $319,652,121, of legal 
tenders outstanding November 1, 1878, $346,- 
681,016 ; total $666,333,137.
Theodore N. Vail, general superintendent of 
the railway mail service, has resigned.
F o r e i g n  N e w s .
Commissioners of the Spanish hank suc­
ceeded in placing $15,000,000 of Cuban bonds 
on tho Paris market.
Appalling distress exists among the work
i n g a  new trial to John T Phair, who was People of Sheffield, England owing to the de-
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reprieved on the morning of the day on which 
he was to be executed. On the day of the 
hanging a gentleman in Boston read in a paper 
a statement made by Phair, declaring his inno­
cence of the murder ; and in this statement 
wa* an important assertion which the gentle­
man could substantiate, and which, if proved, 
would clear Phair. A telegram stopped the 
execution, and Phair now has another chance 
for his life,
A number of New York physicians who have 
been questioned in regard to the strange 
physical aud mental manifestations of Miss 
Fancher, of Brooklyn, express strong doubts 
concerning the truth of the wonderful mental 
phenomena attributed to her, and claim that 
it is a case of hystero-catalepsy.
While a party of men were tunneling under 
a street in Mahanov City, Pa., the earth fell 
over them, killing John and Anthony Richer 
and Christopher Post, and severely injuring 
Mishael Yempher.
Colonel Mapleson, manager of “ Her Majes­
ty’s Opera ” tronpe, performing in New York, 
was arrested cn oomplaint of the Society for 
tho Prevention of Cruelty to Children, charged 
with using little girls as ballet dancers. Col­
onel Mapleson expressed great indignation at 
his arrest, and stated he would fight the matter 
out in the courts.
The annual report of the New York city police 
justices shows that during the year the police 
made 78.533 arrests, of which 56,404 were men ] 
and 22,129 women. As to age, 2,681 were under ] 
fourteen yoRrs old ; 6,330 were between four 
teen and twenty years old ; 17,417 were between 
twenty and thirty years old ; 14.577 were be­
tween thirty and forty years, and 11,005 were 
over forty years. The number of prisoners 
held was 51,786; the number discharged, 26,717, 
and the amonut of fines collected, $53,289.74.
W e s t e r n  a n d  S o u t h e r n  s t a t e s .
The jury in the case of the United Slates 
against certain importers m Baltimore, in which
pression of trade. Hundreds are selling all 
their household goods to supply the bare 
necessaries of life. Public meetings have been 
held to devise means of aid.
Austrian authorities claim to have docu­
ments showing Turkey organized and fostered 
the Bosnian resistance of Austria’s occupation, 
sent disguised troops to Bosnia’s aid, and 
after these preparations broke off the negotia­
tions regarding the convention.
A dispatch from Berlin states the deficit in 
the Prussian budget to be over 79,000,000 
marks, aud attributes it to the increased mili­
tary expenses and falling off o f revenue.
Passanante, the would-be assassin of the 
Italian king, on his trial denied belonging to 
any order, and in speaking of his attempt on 
the king’s life, asserted his “ intention was to 
finish him.”
Juan Antonia Hernandez was hanged at Re- 
fugia, Texas, for the murder of two men, and 
died protesting his' innocence.
British troops crossed the Afghan frontier, 
occupying a fort which had been abandoned, 
and the invasion of Afghanistan may be said 
to have begnn.
Mr. Welsh, the United States minister to 
England, has paid over to the British govern­
ment $5,500,000, the amount of the Halifax 
fisheries award, accompanying the payment 
with a communication, in which he states that 
he has been instructed to say : “  The govern­
ment of the United States deems it of the 
greatest importance to the common and friend­
ly interests of the two governments in all fu­
ture treatment of the question relating to the 
North American fisheries, that her Britannic 
majesty’s government should be distinctly ad­
vised that the government of the United States 
cannot accept the result of the Halifax com­
mission as furnishing any just measure of the 
value of a participation by our citizens in the 
inshore fisheries of the British provinces, and 
it protests against the actual payment now 
made being considered by her majesty’s gov-
it was claimed that Demerara sugars were arti- eminent as in any sense an acquiescence in
ficia’.ly colored for the purpose of evading the 
payment of duties— and winch excited consid­
erable interest among dealers— decided that 
the sugars were colored, but declared their be­
lief in the non-complicity of the importers.
Otto Montgomery shot himself dangerously 
at St. Paul, "Minn., in an attempt to commit 
auioide. While his son stood at the bedside 
tending his wounded parent, he fainted from 
excitement and dropped a lighted lamp on the 
covering, when it exploded, burning the father 
to a crisp.
The twelfth annual session of the National 
Grange, patrons of huabaudry, was held at 
Richmond, V a ., representations from twenty- 
five States being in attendance. Reports of 
officers show the order to be in a nourishing 
condition throughout the Country. At a public 
reception in the evening speeches were made 
by Governor Holliday and others.
The quiet little village of Sullivan, Indiana, 
has been the scene of a coal mine disaster by 
which about twelve men were killed and many 
more wounded. At a few minutes after fonr 
o'clock m the afternoon a loud explosion was 
heard at the Sullivan coal shaft, and imme­
diately thereafter a huge volume of smoke and 
flame issued from the month of the mine, fol­
lowed by lumps of coal, which were thrown 
high into the air. The explosion was caused 
by the gas taking fire from lamps, and as there 
wCre eight or ten kegs of powder in the mine 
the report was terrific. The thirty men at 
work in the mine were cut off from all com­
munication with tho outer world by the fall of 
limbers and rock, which stopped up tho pas­
sage way. Tho scene around the shaft was 
indescribable. Women and children were there 
looking for husba nds and fathers, and old men 
were seeking their sons. Seventy-five miners 
from Sherburne,, which is six miles away, 
boarded the first train with ropes, pulleys and 
oaskets, and rendered all the help they could. 
Twelve or thirteen men were killed outright, 
among them two of the mine proprietors ; and 
many more were injured by the suffocating
such measure, or as warranting any inference 
to that effect.”
Lord Cranbrook, secretary of state for India, 
publishes, by direction of the queen, a long 
dispatch, which is in effect an explanation of 
England’s reasons for waging war upon A f­
ghanistan/ In substance it is a plea that the 
Gladstone government did not properly second 
the efforts of its viceroy to establish friendly 
relations with Shere Ali; that when the present 
government came into power these efforts 
were renewed, and. strong inducements were 
held out for an alliance; that those were re­
jected by the ameer, who assumed an air of 
sullen reserve; that subsequently his refusal 
to receive an English embassy on the ground 
that he could not then consistently refuse to 
receive a Russian embassy, while, as a matter 
of fact, the Russians were hospitably received 
at a moment when war between England and 
Russia was imminent, left no doubt of the 
hostility of the ameer; that, finally, patience 
ceased to be a virtue, and the ameer has been 
informed that unless a clear and satisfactory 
reply be received from him by the 20th of No­
vember, he will be treated as “  a declared ene­
m y.” The time has expired and England is at 
war.
M. Gambetta and M. de Fourton have fought 
a duel, brought about by a passage between 
the two in the French assembly. One exchange 
of shots at thirty-five paces took place, and 
noithev party was hurt.
Charles W . Angell, tho defaulting secretary 
of tho Pullman Palace Car company, who Hod 
from Chicago with a large amount of the 
company’s funds some months ago, has been 
arrested in Lisbon, Portugal, and $30 000 of 
the stolen money were found on his person.
The first engagement between the British 
troops and the Afghans resulted in a signal 
victory for the former. The almost impreg­
nable fortress of Alimusjid was taken by the 
English forces after a harmless attillery fight 
— the Afghan soldiers abandoning their posi- 
itou under cover of darkness.
gaa.
Two men were killed and seven others? in­
jured by a boiler explosion at the Co-operative 
Coal company’s works in Hpringfield, 111. Low 
water in the boiler was the cause.
Stephen Griffey was hanged at Newport, 
Tenn., for assaulting a little girl a year ago.
The Democratic nomination of Governor 
George F. Houston to succeed Mr. Spencer as 
United States senator from Alabama, was 
equivalent to an election. Mr. Houston has 
been governor of the State since 1874.
The South Carolina legislature has begun its 
regular session.
Warren Tate, who shot and killed William 
Love in the Indianapolis (fnd.) courthouse, 
was fined $10,000for contempt of court because 
Love was .a witness before the court. He is 
jMso to be criminally prosecuted and to be 
sued for $100,000 damages by Love’s relatives.
F r o m  t V a s h l n a t o n .
The report of tho comptroller of tjie cur­
rency shows there were 2,056 national banks 
to existence June 29th. with capital amounting 
in $470,390,000. and deposits aggregating 
$677,160,000. The total number of banks and 
private bankers in the country was 6,456. with 
$675,776,000 capital and $1,919,954,000 de­
posit®.
According to a dispatch to the London 
Times, General Kaufman, who was the leader 
of the Russian expedition to Afghanistan, 
which was so cordially received by the ameer, 
and which gave rise to the present Anglo- 
Afghan difficulty, has presented a magnificent 
sword to Shere Ali, on behalf of the czar. The 
gift is alleged to have been accompanied by a 
very singular address in view of the recent 
Russian professions of neutrality. The blade 
of the sword has the following inscription in 
he Persian tongue : “  Mry God give thee 
victory over the infidels.”
After an unusually stormy voyage the steam­
ship S.armatian arrived at Halifax,Nova Scotia, 
from Liverpool, having on board Canada’s 
new governor-general, the Marquis of Lom e, 
and his wife, the Princess Louise.
Two locomotives were wrecl\ed by colliding 
near Hamilton,Ontario, and an emigrant in one 
of the trains wastkilled and eight others were 
injured more or less severely.
The Marquis of L om e, accompanied by his 
royal wife, the Princess Louise, made his land­
ing at Halifax, in state, a.mid the booming of 
guns, strains of music and cheers of the as­
sembled multitude. After proceeding in pro­
cession through the crowded streets, he took 
the oath of his high office as governor-general, 
at the Provincial house. In  the evening a re*
ception was hold—the Marquis of Lom e and 
the Princess Louise, assisted by her brother, 
the Duke of Edinburgh, receiving the guests.
During King Humbert’s return to Rome 
another attempt to take his life was made by 
placing dynamite upon the railroad track over 
which the train containing the royal party 
passed: but the deadly obstruction was dis­
covered in time and removed.
iThe English channel was the scene of 
another collision, accompanied by frightful 
loss of life, a few days ago. The German- 
American steamship Pommerania, from New 
York for Hamburg, collided off Folkstone, 
during the prevalence of a heavy fog, with the 
Welsh bark Moel Eilian, and sunk in less than 
half an hour, carrying down a number of pas­
sengers and crew. The collision occurred at 
night, and the Pommerania was proceeding at 
a moderate speed, when a deafening crash was 
heard. The decks were Boon filled with af­
frighted passengers, who saw that the big ship 
on which they were was about sinking. The 
confusion was terrible, and the air was filled 
with prayers and cries for help. The veteran 
Capt. Schwensen stood on tho bridge giving 
orders in a cool voice to have the lifeboats cut 
from the davits. No little delay, unfortunately, 
occurred in launching the boats, the night be­
ing dark and foggy. Of the nine boats the 
Pommerania carried five were successfully 
launched, each boat holding twenty persons in 
addition to the crew. Four boats were stove 
in by the collision and rendered useless. 
Another was so heavily laden that it swamped, 
and all who were in it had to swim for their 
lives in the darkness or be drowned. The 
Welsh bark was bound down the channel in 
ballast for Cardiff when the collision occurred, 
and the steamer Glengarry, of Middieboro, 
was most fortunately passing at the time. The 
officers and crew of the Glengarry immediately 
did all in their power to succor the unfortunate 
passengers of the Pommerania. The boats 
were manned and lowered without delay, and 
at once proceeded on their mission of mercy. 
By almost superhuman exertions the crew of 
the Glengarry succeeded in rescuing one hun­
dred and seventy-two persons from a watery 
grave. The Glengarry took the rescued 
passengers and crew of the Pommerania to 
Dover, where they were supplied with clothing 
and everything else that could contribute to­
ward making them comfortable. They were 
sheltered in the Soldiers’ home at Dover, where 
the officers of the institution did everything 
to alleviate their distress. Most o f those res­
cued had nothing on their persons save their 
night clothes, and as tho night was very cold 
their sufferings were intense. The larger part 
of them were in the water, clinging to the 
debris of the wreck when rescued, but some 
few had succeeded in getting into the boats 
of the ill-fated steamer before she went down. 
About fifty persons were reported lost out of 
218 souls on board the Pommerania at the 
time of the collision. Captain Schwensen, 
who had made 126 ocean voyages, refused to 
leave his ship, and was at first supposed to be 
among the lost, bat a telegram announced his 
safe arrival at a Dutch port.
A Queer Story.
Some months ago a man who had be­
come pretty well-known on the east side 
as a German adventurer of high family, 
bnt eccentric habits, died of a fever in 
the insane asylnm at Ward’s island. He 
was known as Christian Minck and, ac­
cording to his own statement, his father 
was of noble family and was attached to 
the court of Wurtemburg as private sec­
retary to the king. The knowledge of 
this fact led a Seventh street undertaker, 
Isaac Smith, to take the body and at­
tempt to preserve it on speculation, in 
the hope that the family would receive 
it and pay all expenses. He wrote to 
Germany, and, in the meantime, trans­
ferred the corpse to Ferdinand Brown, 
another undertaker, at Second street 
and Avenue A. Mr. Brown interested 
Middleton & Warner, the allekton pro­
prietors, in the case,and they coated the 
body with their preparation, also hoping 
to be ultimately paid. The first reply 
received from Germany was unsatisfac­
tory, and alluded to the fact that the 
family had once been deceived regard­
ing the son and would not again for­
ward money. Thereupon the body was 
taken to the morgue and has since been 
used as a specimen of the work accom­
plished by the patent. The body was 
in a semi-putrid condition when the 
first coating was given it during the hot 
weather of July 3d, and the specimen, 
which was regarded as an unusually fa­
vorable advertisement, was shown to 
hundreds. The men who had kept it 
were, therefore, surprised some weeks 
ago by the newspaper announcement 
that Herr Minck was on his way to this 
country to recover the remains. An in­
vestigation, made through the German 
consul’s office, and by other means, led 
to a somewhat sensational result. The 
insane dead man, instead of having been 
Christian Minck, was identified as Otto 
Berger, Jr., and his story of his family 
was untrue, though it bore, except in 
names and localities, a close resemblance 
to the truth. The truth was brought 
out by two letters which Mr. Brown 
sent to Mr. Berger, who occupies at 
Carlsrhue a high position in the family 
of the grand duke of Baden, and who 
proves to have been the father of the 
dead man. The younger Otto ran away 
from home for some unknown cause, 
nearly nine years ago, and had learned 
the trade of an upholsterer. He was in 
the receipt, however, of a liberal allow­
ance from home, and having a small 
estate left by his mother, he worked 
irregularly or not at all. His habits 
soon gained for him the titles of ‘ ‘ crazy ” 
and “ the crazy upholsterer.” Not the 
least singular thing connected with the 
story is the letter received yerterday, by 
Mr. Browu, from the elder Berger, who 
acknowledges the body as that of his 
son, but refused to have anything to do 
with it.
The remains will now be kept for ex­
hibition, as they seem to be of no use 
to any one except those who have taken 
eare of them, and the city will not be at 
the expense of burying what is now only 
a hardened, brown »  and mummy-like 
form.—New York Graphic.
It is understood that the ministers of 
war and commerce have come to an 
agreement for the partition of the Paris 
exposition building. The southern por­
tion will revert to the army for a parade 
ground and a depository for stores, 
while the northern portion will serve for 
an uJGustrial and decorative art museum, 
the grounds between it and the river 
remaining in their present condition,
FOR THE YOUNG PEOPLE.
T o p s j ’ h Thnnkaslvlnar.
Topsy* was Win’s kitten. She sat all 
humped up in the cellar-way, watching 
the plump speckled hens, which hung 
there by strings tied around their yel­
low legs. Only yesterday she had 
chased these same hens about the yard, 
and jumped at them from behind the 
rose bushes. Topsy shook her little 
sable head, “ Oh, m y !”  said she, and 
then gave thanks that she was not a 
fowl.
Just then Win’s mother stepped down 
on the stairs and took one of the hens. 
Topsy followed and saw her lay it on a 
board and begin to “  dress” it. Topsy 
thought it more like un-dressing it—- 
feathers jerked off, legs and head cut off; 
and when the sharp knife began to cut 
it open Topsy ran away horrified.
‘ ‘ What a dreadful observance Thanks­
giving is !”  said she.
However the odor of the various bak­
ings and stewings was delightful. 
Topsy spent the afternoon in the kitchen 
rocking-chair. Frequently Win came in 
and gave her a hug and talked to her of 
the good things they would eat to-mor­
row. Topsy’s views of Thanksgiving 
were considerably changed by evening ; 
but it wa3 the evident hungriness of the 
whole family, I  think, which caused her 
to take the step she did.
Under the stove, where she lay, she 
had a good view of W in’s papa and 
mamma. She seized the moment when 
the former sneezed his spectacles off, 
and the latter dropped the seam-stitch 
in her knitting-work, to walk across into 
the dark corner by the pantry door, 
then, with one backward look and a 
soft leap, she was in.
Under the broad shelf stood the mo­
lasses jug and the vinegar jug, and be­
hind them Topsy snugly hid herself. 
She was so black that no one could see 
her in the dark corner unless they looked 
very sharply.
In a little while somebody said, 
“ Well, we will turn the cat out and go 
to bed.”
And then Topsy heard a soft, persua­
sive voice : “ Kitty ! kitty ! kitty !” 
But she didn’t stir.
“ Kitty, kitty, kitty !”
In vain.
“  Well, I thought the cat was in here, 
but I guess Win turned her out before 
he went to bed. ”
Topsy purred so loudly—it was her 
way of laughing—that she was afraid of 
being heard. But presently the light 
was put out, and the house grew still. 
She waited until she could hear some­
body snore, and then crept out. She 
knew where her favorite dishes were, 
for she had watched when they were 
set away. She sprang up on a shelf and 
smelled about daintily, till she found the 
platter of roasted chickens. She tasted 
the delicately browned wings, the 
breast, and the tender side of the last 
she ate heartily. Then she partook of 
the squash and pumpkin pies, eating out 
the insides. Then she nibbled the crusts 
of the mince and apple pies, then tasted 
fhecaka then lapped a little cream from 
the milk pans.
By this time she was too full to swal­
low another mouthful, and she jumped 
down to the floor and looked around for 
a nice sleeping-place. She found a 
drawer partly open, and the ironing- 
sheet in it made a nice nest, and so she 
curled down and went to sleep, sure of 
her Thanksgiving dinner.
In the morning she was awakened by 
some one making the kitclien fire. She 
lay still, not daring to crawl out, for she 
knew very well what she had done. 
While she was thinking about it, Win’s 
mamma came into the pantry, and see­
ing the open drawer, shut it.
Topsy forgot and was just going to 
mew to be let out, when she heard ma­
ma exclaim. “  Well, I do declare !”
“  What’s the matter ?”  said papa frem 
the kitchen.
“  Just look here !”
Papa came, and not only looked here, 
but looked there; and then Topsy heard 
him say, “  Where is the little brute ?” 
“ In the kitchen, I presume,”  said 
mamma.
“ Just let me find h er!”  said papa, 
threateningly.
They looked all about, but no black 
kitty could be found. When Win came 
down they showed him the spoiled pies 
and gnawed chickens, and he said he 
would thrash that kitty as soon as he 
could catch her. When Topsy heard 
that she was more than ever afraid to 
stir.
By-and-by everybody went to church; 
and then Topsy pushed her way to the 
front of the drawer, but it was shut 
tight. So she crept back again to her 
nest and tried to go to sleep, but the 
ordor of the roast turkey came through 
the crack of the drawer, and kept her 
awake ; then she heard people come 
back from church ; and in a little while 
she knew by the sound that they were 
drawing up to the table. After that tho 
table was cleared, and she knew that 
delicious things were brought into the 
pantry.
“  If I could only get out now 1”  sigh­
ed Topsy.
In the evening there was. a little party, 
as Topsy knew by the sound. She mew­
ed some but no one heard her ; they 
were all too merry and noisy.
Then Topsy began to think that being 
shut up in a drawer was a worse punish­
ment for stealing than being whipped. 
The whipping would have been over so 
much sooner.
Thinking made her sleepy, and she 
took a nap. When she awoke the house 
was still again, everybody having gone 
to bed. By this time she was terribly 
hungry. She didn’t care a straw for the 
“  thrashing ”  Win said he would give 
her, didn’t even care if she was drown­
ed, and began to mew, softly at first, 
and then louder and louder, until Win’s 
papa bounded out into the kitchen to 
i see what was the matter, and ran against 
1 the table, and then against the stove,
and hurt his knee so badly it made him 
knock a chair over.
Topsy heard Win’s mamma calling 
from the bed-room :
“  What upon earth is the matter ?”
And papa answered, “  I wish the stove 
was in Jericho !”
Mamma laughed, and then papa said, 
“  Now where is that wretched little
cat ?”
“ Topsy was afraid somewhat again, 
so she said very softly, “  meow !”
“  There she is !”  cried papa.
“  Where ?”  called mamma.
“  How should I know ?”  scolded papa 
—for his shins still ached from the bump 
on the hearth.
“  Meow, meow !”  said Topsy.
“ She’s in the pantry again !”  ex­
claimed papa, and then mamma came and 
lit a lamp and they went to look for 
her.
“  M eow !”
They looked under the shelves and 
behind the flour barrel, and into the 
cupboard, bnt no kitten was to be seen. 
“ MEOW !”
“ She’s under the floor 1”  papa cried, 
in dismay.
“ She’s in the drawer !” cried mamma, 
suddenly remembering that she shut 
the drawer when she went into the pan­
try and found the spoiled goodies.
Papa opened the drawer, and out 
jumped Topsy right into bis face, which 
startled him so that he jumped back 
against mamma and made her knock off 
the lamp chimney.
Topsy had dashed wildly under the 
cupboard, but when she heard the chim­
ney smash she rushed out, and under 
the stove, with her tail three or four 
times as big as usual.
Mamma stepped very carefully, and 
with her bare feet over the broken glass, 
and lit another lamp. Papa opened the 
outside door. Mamma took down the 
broom, and punched it at the place 
where Topsy had disappeared, while 
papa kicked the door of the tin oven on 
the other side of the stove.
Topsy thought the house must be 
coming down, and se she scampered out 
at the door so fast that she looked like a 
black streak.
“  Sho there!”  cried mamma, and papa 
shouted “ 80-SCAT !”
And then the clock struck twelve, and 
Thanksgiving was over.—Harriet E. 
Bagg , in November Wide Awake.
Alfred’s Chilling Reception.
Mr. Alfred Ethelridge is bashful; he 
does not deny it. He wishes he wasn’t 
sometimes, but wishing doesn’t seem to 
help the case much. Everybody in 
Burlington likes him, except the father 
of a young lady out on Pond street. 
With an instinctive knowledge of this 
old gentleman’s feelings, Alfred had for­
borne to aggravate them and kept out of 
the father’s way as much as possible, 
atoning for this apparent neglect by 
seeing the daughter twice as often. The 
other afternoon, Alfred went up the 
steps and rang the bell. The door 
opened and—
Papa stood glaring at him, looking a 
thousand things and saying nothing.
Alfred Ethelridge had never felt quite 
so lost for language in his life. Pres­
ently he stood on one foot and re­
marked :
“  Good afternoon t”
“ Gooftnoon,”  grunted papa, which 
is, by interpretation, also good alter- 
noon,
*‘ Is—ah—is—er—er— er—Mis’ Lalli- 
pop—is your daughter at home ?”  asked 
Alfred, standing on the other foot.
“ Yes, sir,”  said papa, rather more 
shortly than Alfred thought was abso­
lutely necessary. Then nobody said 
anything for a long time. Presently 
Alfred Ethelridge stood on both feet, 
and asked :
“ Is she in ?”
“ Yes, sir,”  said papa, not budging a 
step from his position in the door, and 
looking as though he was dealing with 
a book agent instead of one of the nicest 
young men in Burlington. Then Alfred 
Ethelridge stood on his right foot, and 
said :
“ Does she— can she receive com­
pany ?”
“  Yes, sir,”  papa said, savagely, not 
at all melted by the pleading intonation 
of Alfred’s voice, which everybody else 
thought was so irrisistably sweet. Then 
Alfred Ethelridge stood on his left foot, 
and said :
“  Is she at home ?”
“  Yes, sir,” papa said, kind of coldly. 
Alfred Ethelridge looked down the 
street and sighed, then he stood on 
the right foot again, and said :
“  Is she in ?”
“ Yes, sir,”  papa said, grimly, and 
never taking his eyes off the young 
man’s uneasy face:
Alfred Ethelridge sighed and looked 
up the street, then he stood on his left 
foot and looked at papa’s knees and said, 
timidly, and in tremulous tones :
“  Can she see me ?”
“  Yes, sir,”  papa sai<h but he never 
moved, and he never looked pleasant. 
He only stood still, and repeated a sec­
ond time, “  Yes, sir.”
Alfred Ethelridge £>egan to feel it. He 
looked up and down the street, and final­
ly pinned his wandering gaze to the 
bald spot on the top of papa’s head, then 
he said :
“  Will yon please tell her that Mr. 
Alfred Ethelridge called ?”
“  Yes, sir,”  said papa, and he didn’t  
sa7 anything more. And some bow f it 
other Alfred Ethelridge kind of sort ai 
got down off the porch, and went kisd 
of out of the gate. like. He discontin­
ued his visits there, and explained feo a, 
friend that the old man didn’t say any­
thing that wasn’t all right and cored sd 
enough, bnt the manner of b in  was 
rather formal.— Burlington Hiw-'keye,
A chamois, with red eyes, white horns 
and hoofs, and a snowy-white fleece, is 
among the curiosities of the Zooplastio 
museum at Soleure. J.'c is the second 
specimen found in the Alps in thirty 
years,
most, but for the usual period of such 
friendship— “ a year, and longer, it
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Methodist— Rev. E. W. Simons, Pastor. Ser­
vices every two weeks. Next service, Dec. 8. 
Sabbath School at noon, every Sunday.
Services at West Phillips, once in four weeks. 
Next service, Dec. 15.
Universalist — Rev. O. H. Johnson, Pastor: 
services at Union Church every four weeks. 
Next service, Sunday, 22d. Sabbath School 
each week, at 2;30 P. M.
fcSfFriends from abroad cordiallyinvited.
Free Will Baptist—Rev. Edward Toothaker, 
Pastor; services in Union Church every two 
weeks. Next service Dec. 15. Sabbath 
School at noon, each Sabbath.
STHONO.
Methodist—Rev. George L. Burbank, Pastor; 
services every Sabbath, a . m . and p. m . Prayer 
meeting Sabbath evening at 7 o’clock. Sab­
bath school at 12 o’clock, m .
Congrcgationalist—Rev. J. L Pratt, Pastor. 
Services every Sabbath. Bible services at 11 
A. m . Sermon at 1 p. m . Sabbath school at 
noon each sabbath.
WELD.
Free Baptist.— C. W. Purington, Pastor.— 
Preaching every other Sabbath at 10.45. Next 
service Dec. 8th. Sunday School at 12 o’clock. 
Prayer and social meeting at *.30 p. u .  Bible 
reading every Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock.— 
Teachers’ meeting every Friday evening at 7 
o’clock.
Three Months Old, To-day.
Many a weakly offspring has been 
born upon earth, o f  whom it has been 
said by even kind neighbors, “ Poor 
thing ; it cannot long live “ It is too 
frail for this world’s cold storms,”  and 
other like wise old sayings. Yet 
many a hale and hearty lord o f the 
earth now lives to see its wise old 
god-fathers and grand-dames bending 
neath the burdens af age and useful­
ness— lame, halt and blind— one foot 
in the grave and the Death Angel but 
a little way off.
Perhaps the youthful cherubiu may 
have been introduced to poor but hon­
est parents, whose quota o f young­
lings seems already as complete as 
prudence will warrant; yet a kind 
hand is above all, and His own good 
will sufficetlu
And, too, some playful elder brother 
mayhap, feeliug displeased at this new 
intrusion, puguaciously twists the di­
minutive pug o f  the infant upstart, 
but soon forgets petty animosities and 
finds he must make way for one moore, 
faring none the less bountifully because 
o f one other mouth to feed. In after 
years they ramble the fields together, 
showing the world “ how pleasant it is 
for brethren to dwell together in uni­
ty doing each other many kindly 
turns, and either would feel louesome 
were t’other dear one snatched sudden­
ly away. The intruding youngster is 
sometimes a saucy little— dear, who 
feels his own importance, and even 
doctors sometimes give him up. “ Age 
tempers all.”
Kind neighbors and skillful nurse* 
know well the food for tender weak­
lings, and with their aid. good cheer , 
helping hands and pleasant faces— a 
robust youth is sometimes seen at the 
tender age o f three months. We 
speak now for the infaut P h o n o g .—  
Three months old to-day ! One-quar­
ter the road to the first birth-day is 
past— not without some roughness—  
and with prattling glee— he— she— it 
claps its hands— leaves— with joy , 
and “ presses”  onward,, its “ form” at­
taining new beauties as it advances, 
each week presenting something new 
to its numerous friends, and by its 
cheerful countenance, endeavoring to 
spread joy  aud good things into every 
household. It is a mild-eyed child, 
but has failings, Idee unto its kin. 
Its friends are never forgotten, and 
its enemies are only reckoned among 
the vaporous things o f some other 
world. The breath of life has been 
breathed in to our broad nostrils, aud, 
unless some unforeseen accident for­
cibly extracts it, a healthy long life 
seems evident.
A  host o f friends have sent us 
kindly greetings, accompanied with 
substantial evidence o f their good will, 
aud their autographs in our possession 
number near half a thousand. No 
week does less than a good half dozen 
enroll themselves among the number, 
not for a few days or a month at
we like.”
Our office has been furnished neatly 
and convieutly, with an eye bent well 
to economy, having nothing in the 
costly paraphernalia o f a printing 
office but that which is absolutely 
neccessary, aud in keeping with an 
endeavor to engage in honest and 
successful business enterprise. Yet 
we have added property to our vil­
lage which will bear a good pro- 
tion o f the burden o f  taxation an­
other yea r; have introduced a read­
ing room, for the benefit o f  our citi­
zens, though few as yet avail them­
selves o f its free benefits, and shall 
ever do with pride all for the ad­
vancement of our adopted home o f 
which our patronage will admit.
Having already done even more than 
that, we look for recompence all in 
good time.
Our first quarter birth-day being 
now upon us, presents are now in 
order— in the way o f new subscrib­
ers, advertisements, and good wishes 
at least, which go a good way to 
cheer, yet cash or that which sus­
tained life is the all-needful.
Thanking our patrons for past fav­
ors, we shall endeavor to make ou r­
self worthy a continuation o f the same 
— at 25 per cent, reduction in adver­
tising rates.
Beecher at Farmington.
W e were unable to attend the lecture 
by Mr. Beecher, at Farmington, last 
Wednesday evening, but by kindness 
o f friends present, are enabled to give 
a brief notice for the benefit of our 
readers. The Methodist house, which 
has a seating capacity o f of about 
700, was filled by an audieuce o f re­
finement and taste, such as Farmiug- 
ton aud adjoining towns can well turn 
out. The subject o f the lecture was 
“ Amusements,’ ' instead o f the one 
announced. Mr. Beecher is quite lib­
eral iu his idea of amusements, and 
raps numerous knuckles in giving 
them. His audience was enthusiastic 
aud attentive throughout, the complete 
silence being alone broken by raptur­
ous and spontaneous bursts o f ap­
plause at the brilliant passages o f ora­
tory, the ready wit and quaint humor 
o f the eminent divine. The speaker 
was distinctly heard in all parts o f the 
house, and the only fault wjis that all 
could not obtain a clear view o f the 
gentleman. ’ The lecture was un­
doubtedly a financial success as well 
as otherwise. At the close of the 
lecture, Mr. H. II. Richards, the chair­
man, read a paper aud resolution in 
favor, o f Mr. Beecher, aud in behalf 
o f the brave soldiers o f the old 28th 
Maine regiment wdiich Hr. Beecher 
once so kiudly befriended, and for 
which so niauy hearts in our county 
beat iu gratitude to the gentleman 
whose purpose was iu unison with all 
loy’al souls in our great hour of peril.
A  frieud gives us an account o f whai 
took place, as follows :—
A  most interesting incident occurred 
at the close o f Mr. Beecher’s lecture 
Weduesday night, illustrating the char­
acter o f the man who made himself 
loved and respected in caring for the 
soldiers during the war. Lieutenant 
Ridley, o f Jay, walked fifteen miles 
through the snow aud mud to offer a 
tribute of gratitude for the attentions 
bestowed upon his regiment by Mr. 
Beecher while on its way to the front. 
A  paper was read by the Chairman 
reciting how the 28th Maine Regi­
ment enlisted in Franklin C o., arrived 
at Brooklyn on a cold, windy evening, 
with niauy sick, and found no 
arrangmeuts for food or shelter. How 
Mr. Beecher took them in charge, 
quartered them in Plymouth church, 
caring for the sick and the veil, and 
closed with a resolution, tendering the 
thanks of the audience to Mr. Beecher 
for his kindness to their friends and 
neighbors.
Mr. Beecher rose and said he well 
remembered the incident and if he had 
known he was coming to the. home of 
that regiment, pleasent recolections 
would have relieved the tendium o f 
the long journey. Adding a few inci­
dents, he closed with the remark that 
“ it was the first and last time that 
ever my church was entirely filled, 
and every one fast asleep.”
The resolution was unanimously
adopted by a rising vote.
Another heavy rain came upon us 
last Monday, lasting into the night. 
For the most o f the time, the rain 
simply poured. The ground being 
frozen so as to shed the water, and 
light snows being upon the mountains, 
the river rose very fast, and by mid­
night was up into the street, between 
the two villages. A t about two o ’clock 
it was some three feet deep in the 
road, and had nearly reached the 
home o f  M. S. Hinkley— that is to 
say, within a foot or so o f  his door. 
Near enough to cause alarm, remem­
bering the time when the same house 
had its shingles soaked by the great 
freshet o f ’69.
Mr Hiuklev’s cellar was filled as 
was that of the house next below. 
The families of both houses were re­
moved to safer localities. The barn 
o f Mr. Benj, Morrison was surronded 
by water, and his pigs were removed 
none to soon to escape a watery grave. 
Neither was the pet hen with frozen 
toes neglected. N o damage was done 
in that vicinity, that we learn, save 
a little lumber which was carried away. 
The rain ceased to fall soon after mid­
night, aud the volume of water soon 
receded to its proper channel.
At early dawn the mad torrents 
swept nearly all over the huge granite 
ledge below the falls, and, we are told, 
at one time, covered the rock which 
stands upon and seven or eight feet 
above the top o f the dam. The scene 
was one o f  wild and picturesque gran­
deur, and no doubt was more interest­
ing to one who was not an eye-witness 
to that terrible freshet before aluded 
to. Two bridges, in Avon, below here, 
across small streams entering the 
Sandy river, were destroyed, aud 
the stage could not get out o f towu 
on either side o f  the river, as the 
road was washed out badly on the 
east side. As to other damage done, 
we learn Major Dill’s mill, in Avon, 
was damaged about $100 ; Mr. Alonzo 
Pease, o f  Avon, lost 40 sheep, aud 
others down river suffered likewise.
We publish iu auother column 
the prospectus o f  the New York 
Weekly Atlas, one o f the oldest papers 
in the country. The price is but 
Seventy-Five Cents a year. Each 
issue contains forty-eight columns of 
choice m allei, interesting to all mem­
bers of a family. The articles on ag­
riculture in each week are worth to 
any farmer the cost of a year’s sub­
scription. Specimen copies may be 
seen at our office, or will be forwarded 
from New York on application.
IdP* The towu meeting, at Madrid, 
Tuesday, (the day after the hervy 
rain) was adjourned until next W ed­
nesday. there not being a fair repre 
sentation o f voters o f the town pres­
ent. W e trust there will be a full 
meeting next> Wednesday— all o f the 
friends of community being present, 
at least, and vote the aid so much 
needed. W e’ ve no doubt it will be 
given.
£5P*Major Seward Dill, o f this 
place, is the owner of property iu Cal­
ifornia, close to the tunnel now being 
constructed on the line o f the South 
Pacific Coast Railroad Iu process 
o f tunneling, it is thought coal has 
been discovered; The Major antici­
pates a rise iu value o f his property 
in case the “ find”  is all we hope it is.
The Portland Press says, “ Per­
haps the most eloquent man in Amer­
ica is a writer on a Halifax, (N . S .) 
paper.”  Please English that, some­
body. Sounds Irishy. Were Pull­
en a blue-nose, he’d know better.
Parties who have advertised 
with us for three months, only, from 
the start, should notify us at once, if 
they desire their cards to run longer, 
as that time expires with this number.
C y O u r  friend C. T . Richardson, 
o f Indian Rock fame, has slaughtered 
receutly two porkers, which dressed 
together 1040 pounds.
t y  The increase of the public debt, 
for November, wa# $3,214 242.61 ; 
decrease siuce June 30, 1878, $8,372,- 
506.03.
fy * L e t ’s see— wood-chuck— wood­
chuck? Oh yes ; we have seen the 
same chap, somewhere.
i y  State Legislature meets the first 
o f next month, in Augusta. %
t y C o n g r e S s  i s n o .v  in s e s s io n .
P H O N O G R A P H .
News in Brief.
The Governor and Council have 
fixed the Maine Central tax at $37,- 
000, which with costs, make $45,000 
for the road to pay.
The House o f the present Congress 
Thursday adopted resolutions to ex- 
amir e the affairs o f the Chicago cus­
tom house ; also to inquire into cause 
o f the yellow fever epidemic.
A large boiler iu Hayden’s rolling 
mill, at Columbus, O ., exploded Thurs­
day, killing two persons and wounding 
four others. Adjacent buildings were 
wrecked.
The Afghans have been defeated iu 
Peiwar Pass by a flank movement 
through Speugwai Pass and taking 
them in the rear. They had been re­
inforced by four regiments the previous 
evening, but were completely defeated. 
The British troops were to advance 
immediately.
The City Hotel, at Nashua, N. H ., 
was burned Friday morning. The iu- 
mates barely escaped by means of 
ropes from the upper windows.
It is rumored that England is mak­
ing arrangements with Russia to settle 
the Central Asiatic question by a par­
tition o f  Afghanistan.
Lawlessness in Kentucky.
A  despatch states that the town of 
Jackson, Ivy., is iu the hands o f two 
factions o f a mob. Jason Little 
killed his wife some time ago aud the 
county Judge, Buruett, eommtted him 
to jail without bail and sent him to 
Lexington for safe keeping. Last 
Saturday the Sheriff came to Lexing­
ton for Little, and, although confronted 
by his own deputy, who is a brother 
o f Little, took the murderer uuder a 
strong guard to Jackson, arriving there 
Monday. A  Letter from Jackson says 
the town is iu the hands o f  a mob.
Judge liamdell instructed the grand 
jury, Monday, and the court adjourned 
till afternoon. During that afternoou 
John Aikman with a dozeu armed 
horsemen dashed into Jackson and 
attacked Bill Strong’ s clan. In the 
fight, Williams and Daniel Freeman 
were fatally wounded. Stroug and 
his followers barricaded themselves in 
a log house near the court house, and 
during Monday night the place re­
sounded with yells and occasional 
shots.
On Tuesday Judge Burnett headed 
a party o f  fifteen to help the sheriff’ 
and posse escort Little to jail. He 
was incarcerated, and soon after a 
brother o f Little, and others, began 
an attack on Judge Burnett and fired 
a volley o f bullets at the Judge, killing 
him instantly. Subsequently when 
a gang attempted to break open the 
jail door, the brother of Little expos*- 
ulated, when he was shot dead. The 
Sheriff and posse held a positiou in 
the court house yard ’ commanding 
the enterance to the jail. The forces 
number about forty men on each side, 
armed with repeating rifles and revol­
vers.
County Judge Randell has fled. 
The citizens dare not come into the 
town even to attend the funeral of 
Judge Burnett, aud the Governor has 
been appealed to, to send a force to re­
move Little to the jail at Lexiugtou.
Advices from Buenos Ayres state, 
in announcing the capture o f the Amer­
ican vessel Devonshire at Punta Are­
nas by the Chilian corvette Magallanes, 
while loading guano, that the Devon­
shire had authority to load from the 
Government o f the Argentine Repub­
lic. but had been warned by the Unit­
ed States representative o f the proba­
ble consequences. The Chilian au­
thorities will attempt to prove the aot 
piratical. This will open in a violent 
way the discussion o f the boundery 
question, while it will provoke exam­
ination and inquiry on the part o f the 
Uuited States. It is more than pro­
bable that blows may be exchanged 
between these two Republics, the bone 
o f contention being bleak, barren, Pat­
agonia and the rock-bound islands 
which guard her shore.
The nationol grange o f the Patrons 
o f Husbandry, at Richmond, Va., 
Saturday, adopted resolutions against 
'the tax on tobacco, and recommend­
ing that a memorial be presented to 
Congress tor its appeal.
A special from Fargo, says that the 
Northern Pacific Railroad company’s 
round house was burned Saturday, 
damaging four locomotives. Loss 
$30,000.
A large fire at Port Royal, S. C ., 
last Saturday evening destroyed a block 
o f buildings and a large compress 
! belonging to n New York firm. Lo«s
hen\y.
Smith Cram, who removed from 
Foxcroft to Aroostook county a tew 
weeks ago, has since lost five children 
from diphtheria.
A  man named Nelsou Libby had 
his foot cut nearly off* by a circular 
sawr while sawing wood by steam, at 
Sebago Lake, Saturday.
Daniel Farnham, a seaman on the 
ship New Era, o f Boston, which ar­
rived at New York Saturday night 
from Calcutta, died on board, Sept 2d. 
He belonged in Bangor.
Granville F. Wells o f Kennebunk* 
whose farm buildings were recently 
burned, has suddenly diappeared. In­
vestigation shows that he has forged 
the name o f  a relative to a note lor 
$1200 which became duelast week.
On account o f a slight error in the 
indictment o f Jason P. Scribner, re­
cently convicted in the Courts o f Ken­
nebec county, he will have a new trial, 
as the former one has come to naught. 
The trial will come off in January be­
fore Judge Libby.
A  very bad case of small pox was 
discovered Monday iu a boarding 
house in Fremont Place, which run* 
from Federal to Middle »treets, Port­
land, opposite the park. The authori­
ties promptly closed the house, put up 
a red flag and took all precautions to 
prevent the spread o f the disease.
President Allen has resigned his 
place at the head o f the Agricultural 
College at Orono. The trustees will 
meet at Augusta in January to fill the 
vacancy, but if the Legislature refuses 
the customary appropriation, as is 
not impossible, the institution will 
propably have to be closed, and will 
need no pre*ident.
A  Mr. Spalding, who was sent home 
as a passengar on board of the bark 
Abby Bacon, which arrived from M a­
laga, recently disappeared on the 
night o f  October 26, the day after 
leaving port, and is supposed to have 
fallen overboard. He was not missed 
by the captain until the following morn­
ing. Mr. Spaulding beiouged in 
Maine, aud was sent home in distress 
from Gibraltar.
W . H. Metcalf, aged 50, and his son 
aged 30, o f Lisbon, Maine, took rooms 
at the New England House, Black- 
stone street, Boston, Friday night, and 
retired after blowing out the gas. 
There being a stroug smell of gas 
near the room, aud the occupants tail­
ing to auswer the repeated calls, the 
room was entered. The father was 
found dead, and the sou unconscious. 
Ilis life is despaired of.
The owners o f the bark Devonshire, 
carried off by aChiliau corvette, while 
loading guano at Monte Leone, have 
asked Senator Blain and Mr. Reed to 
procure the interposition o f the gov­
ernment for the relief o f  Captaiu 
Falker and his crew, who were left on 
shore, two or three hundred miles 
from civilization, wheu the bark was 
taken. The Devonshire is owned in 
Saco, and the captain aud crew belong 
in Saco and Biddeford. %
A  fire broke ont Friday night iu 
the Bradley house, 191 Congress 
street, Portland, occupied in the base­
ment by Patrick Silver, and in the at­
tic by Mrs Julia Deeny, an old lady 
aud her two sous. The fire was ex­
tinguished after damaging the building 
about $500 ; insured $1200 in Fau- 
euil Hall company. When Mrs. Deeny 
who was alone, was got out, she was 
so badly burned and internally iujured 
by inhaling the fire that she soon died.
The Congregational meeting house 
at Hallowed took fire Sunday morn- 
iug from the furnace, iu which a fire 
had beeu built Saturday night. The 
fire was discovered at 4 o’clock in the 
walls. As the local companies failed 
to control the flames, help was sum­
moned from Augusta at 5 o ’clock. 
Sevetal buildings near by caught fire, 
but the church was the only building 
burned. It was insured for $8,000. 
The meeting house was built eighty- 
two years ago, and iu its day was re­
garded as a grand and imposing edifice. 
The church occupying it is one o f the 
oldest in Maine— haviug been organ­
ized iu 1694.
The Hart murder case is becoming 
interesting. I). Cowles, o f Camden, 
s out with a letter to the Rockland 
Gazette, in which he states his belief 
in the innocence of Hart. He con ­
cludes his letter with these remarka­
ble words. “ W ho the guilty party is 
I know not. But I am so thoroughl} 
convinced in my own mind who com­
mitted the deed, that I will test the 
correctness o f my own convictions, if 
any one desires, by placing the name 
o f the suspected party iu a sealed en­
velope, to be opened only after the m at­
ter is fuly settled. And I will fur­
ther say, that the nam e o f this person 
is one that has not yet, to my knowl­
edge, been mentio ed iu any public 
, manner as the guilty party.
£©<?a! MfflfleiP®*
— W e t cellars are plenty-full just 
now.
— T he Sandy River gets “ riley” 
about as sudden as some people.
— H erb Beal has lost a bunch of 
keys, and advertises for their return 
a suitable reward.
— There is just snow enough now to 
whiten things, though scarce enough 
lor good snow balling.
— Owners o f  real estate, on which 
taxes are due, should read the tax 
notice given by Collector Kelley.
— Saddleback and Mt. Abraham 
have donned their winter night-caps, 
which look beautifully white and clean 
in the sunlight.
— The annual meeting o f  the Auro­
ra Grange, for the election o f officers, 
will be held at their room, Tuesday 
p. in., Dec. 10th.
— Soap which will clean the prin­
ter’s hands, will do anything for which 
it is recommended, and E. A . W ill 
keeps the article.
— The man who don’t believe in 
advertising is always sure to be too 
late for the train, boat or stage, some­
times all o f  them !
— Cashier Thompson inserts this 
week a notice to the stockholders o f 
the Uniou National Bank, calling a 
meeting o f  the same.
— Mr. Isaac Harlow has laid on 
our table an egg, measuring 7 ^ X 6 ] 
inches. An eggstraordiuary over­
production in heu-fruit.
— Au excellent bargain in stoves 
may be had at the Elmwood house, of 
Shepard. Only place in town where 
stoves are kej^ forsa le (? )
—  The Methodist quarterly meeting 
will occur next Saturday afternoon and 
Sunday. As this is to be the last of 
the conference, a full attendance is de­
sired.
— We would call the attention of all 
to Mr. Eugene Shepard’s livery stable 
card. He keeps good teams, and 
lets them reasonably. He bus also a 
Couple ot good stoves for sale.
— The Methodist society will hold 
a circle at the Grange Hall, next 
Thursday evening, at. which many 
sweet things will be provided. A 
good time as usual, may be expected.
—  Pie Committee appointed by the 
S. J . Court to inspect the proposed 
County road, from Phillips to Farm­
ington, will have a heariug at Balkam’s 
hall, Stroug} next Tuesday forenoon.
— There is much discussion we 
learn, iu town as to who has the best 
right to a skating rink in their cellar. 
W e have a pretty good prospect, but 
the floating apple barrels may obstruct 
some.
— We have received the first num­
ber of the newest Maine paper— “ The 
New Religion,”  published at Norway, 
Me. It is well printed, and appears 
to he well patronized with local ad­
vertisement.
— Mr. and Mrs. T . E. W orthley, of 
this village left this week, for Hud­
son Mass., where they will remain un­
til spring among their relatives. They 
will be much missed here by their 
many friends and neighbors.
— Joel W ilbur Esq., o f  Avon, and 
C. C. Bangs, o f Phillips, have each 
recently purchased the American 
Cyclopedia. Mi*. Bangs has taken 
the agency for this work, and will be 
happy to show it to any who may 
think of purchasing.
— A  look into Capt. Robinson’s 
furniture rooms is wortli while, just 
now. He has several chamber sets 
o f  most beautiful workmanship and 
design, most two pretty to sleep on. 
W  e could never sleep ou one o f  them—  
we know we couldn’t.
—  W e are sorry to learn o f a pain­
ful accident which happened to a child 
o f Mr. John Everett, o f  this village, 
recently. The little fellow (18 months 
old) caught a finger in the cogs o f 
the wringer, as its mother was doing 
her washing, and the end o f  the finger 
was taken off, nail and all.
—  We understand the vacant store 
(N o. 2) in Beal Block, lias been en­
gaged by Mr. B. F. Hayden, o f  Port­
land, formerly o f this place, who will 
put in a large stock o f fancy goods, 
groceries, etc., about the first o f  March 
next. W e also learn that vacant stores 
at the upper villiage, are about to be 
occupied.
— Don’t forget that we shall tell 
you jnst where to get your Christmas 
presents, in our nexi week’s paper. 
A n l, patrons, don’t fdrget to assist 
us. because it won’t cost anything, 
and then if you are overlooked, it 
won’ t be our fault. When we come 
round, we shall expect you to be ready 
to give us all the information neces­
sary in a very short time.
— We are told that Mr. Dan Quiin- 
l>y lias as nice a looking porker as can 
be found in North Franklin.
— By aid o f the telephone, the corn­
er grocery is brought so near our 
nose,that we can almost smell the 
good things kept in stock by our friend 
Esty. Harry sometimes plays gay 
“ choons,”  on the banjo, at this end, 
ami asks Jarve “ Did you hear that?”  
“ Wat?’ says Jarve, and then we 
hear, “ Cock a-doodle-do-o-o-o- !”  with 
other barn-yard variations, coming 
through the little hole iu the window. 
“ By D uval! what’s the thing good 
for, if it won’ t bring down the mail ?”
— While we are too busy in our 
office work aud duties, to give that 
time to matters not coming immedi­
ately beneath our notice, especially in 
our school matters, we would esteem 
it a great favor if those who have 
plenty of time, and would like to show 
their interest in these matters, would 
send us full and complete reports, 
which we shall even take great pleas­
ure anil esteem it a duty and privi­
lege to publish. W e greatly prefer 
Occasional matters o f iuterest, as 
these, to-such matters as a casual Ob­
server might construe ot lesser im­
portance.
— Parties who came up from Farm­
ington, Thursday night, on the stage, 
report, that when coming by the Dev­
il’s Elbow, below Strong, a double 
team was observed standing beside 
the road, and at the edge of a high 
embankment. The river runs close 
to the bank, and at the foot o f the de­
clivity, at the water’s brink was 
observed in the moonlight a horse, 
with men endeavoring to rescue him 
from drowuing, he having slipped from 
the road, and disengaging himself 
from the team, rolled down the bank 
into the river. The team belonged to 
one o f the Messrs. Conaut, farmers, 
residing in that vicinity.
— We understand our famous bear 
“ hunters”  have still set in the woods 
adjacent a ponderous spring trap, 
large aud strong enough for au ele­
phant. It required several men with 
levers to set, and is said to have teeth 
several inches long. A  wrench is at­
tached, that, in case a human gets 
his limbs amputated thereby, lie may 
take the thing to pieces— out o f spite. 
The boys keep shy o f  its locality, and 
their dogs are t tught to give it a wide 
berth. We presume it would h<*ire 
been taken up before now, but being 
too much trouble, it will probably be 
left till the bears roam the forest again. 
Some one might fall a tree across it. 
and the trap would undoubtedly make 
kindling wood o f it.
—  He was a big two-fisted chap, and 
lived down country, somewhere. He 
had never met a man who could “ throw 
him, no, never !”  so he said, but ’Ren 
B. heard him, and recognized the re­
mark. The boys were all there, aud 
none of them knew their strength in 
the presence o f such talk. ’ Ren is a 
slight-built man f  middle age, and 
lives hereabouts. He wears a pleas­
ant countinunce and about No. 7 boots. 
Kind of a loose-jointed, mind-your- 
own-busiuess sort o f chap, and just 
for fun laid his coat one side on this 
particular occasion, his demeanor sig­
nifying plainly a determination to show 
him “ that man.”  The boys smiled, 
aud the big man thought ot David aud 
Galiath, as lie looked down upon the 
pretentious man, who proposed to do 
iiim battle. A  place was cleared, and 
ihe two approached. ’Ren left him 
where he fell, aud as he donned his 
coat, remarked, “ I am the seventh 
son o f  the seventh son, and a twin at 
that. 1^ never think o f wrestling 
with anything but boys up our way.”
N o tks fr o m  S t r o n g .— The freshet 
washed our roads badly, and carried 
off bridges, fences, etc. M r. Ephm. 
Conant lost 24 sheep, and Samuel 
Cushman 1 3 . . . . Mr. Albert Daggett 
had a Porter gathering at his new 
residence Tuesday evening. Mem­
bers of some four or five families o f 
that name were present, and or course 
bad a good t im e .. . .  Dr. Johnson on 
his way to Farmington, last Tuesday 
morning, found near Mrs. Worthley’s 
that the water was above the road, 
and drift-stuff was floating about, 
'd ie  Dr. drove in, but get tangled 
among the debris— his horse on one 
side o f a log and the Dr. and gig 
on the other. The Dr. dismounted 
aue%got his team out ; don’ t know 
whether he got wet or n o t .. . .O u r  
school has commenced its winter term 
under the instruction o f Mr. Taylor. 
. . . . W e  are glad to see Rev. Mr. 
Pratt on our streets again, after a 
brief absence. M. D.
A  very successful merchant in Lew. 
iston says: “ I always advertise
most when times are dull. In busy 
seasons it is only neccessary to keep 
my name before the public ; I am sure 
to get my share o f the spontaneous 
traffic; but when business is light 
then I fulminate by broadsides o f spec­
ial bargains, and then is just the time 
when special bargains arc sought for.” 
—  Gazette.
Notes from Farmington.
F a r m in g t o n , Dec. 4, 1878.
Mr. Editor:— Happening to be in 
this beautiful town fora day or two, I 
have been looking around on some c f 
the scenes o f my boyhood. Very great 
improvements appear on every hand. 
The Court House looks outwardly 
very much like an old fashioned meet­
ing-house ; indeed that is about the 
only thing I see that modern improve­
ment has not touched. It looks to me 
very much as it did half a century ago.
I looked round for a gaol— a sort of 
necessary habitation for tramps and 
criminals. There was none in sight.
I was not anxious to find it for the 
purpose of getting into it, but for the 
purpose o f  keeping out o f it I be­
lieve the people o f Franklin County 
concluded to hide their goal behind 
other buildings, and not make it onq 
o f the most conspicuous aud tasty 
buildings o f the town, as our Kenne­
bec folks did. I find most all the old 
stores have been taken down or burned 
up and new and costly brick blocks 
erected in their places. The most 
showy and elegant stiucture that is 
noticed by the stranger is the new 
Methodist Church, one o f  the most 
splended churches in the State. One 
would hardly suppose it was owned 
aud occupied by that same old denom­
ination who claim Jol u W esley as 
their father and patron saint. Time 
was when we wished to find a Metho­
dist bouse of worship, we looked for 
the plainest in towu. Those with 
spires pointing Heavenward we passed 
by, as belonging to some other de­
nomination. And yet I think this 
Farmington church is all right, for 
I see all over the town posters with 
large letters notifying citizens and 
strangers that Rev. II. W . Beecher 
will deliver a lecture entitled,— “ The 
Reign o f the common people At the 
Methodist Church.”  So if the com­
mon people bear rule there, I think 
ancieut Methodism will not suffer. 
Perhaps iu quoting the subect o f Mr. 
Beecher’s lecture, 1 have not suffi­
ciently noticed the puetuation points ; 
but from a little distauee it reads 
plainly as I have copied it. But I 
have already occupied enough of 
your space for this time aud I will 
just say the only thing that Farm­
ington needs to take now for what 




Apples—cooking. 15 @ 25; eating, 30 @ 50; dried 
5 @ 7
Beans—yellow eyes, 7 quart; pea, 8 
Butter— first quality, 16©18 P  tb.
Cheese—Factory, 10 IT tb. Horae made 11.
Coffee—Rio, \8 (3) 25 P  tb; Java, 30 3 
Corn—Western 72 3  75 
Flour—5.00 § 7.50 P  bbl
Fish—dry cod, 5 if tb ; pollock, 3; hake, 4; rock
cod, 4
Lard—pail, 11 If lb; tierce, 10 
Molasses—40 g 55 ^  gallon
Suyar—granulted, 11 If tb; cut loaf, 12; coffee- 
crushed, 9%; standard yellow, 9 
Tea—Japan, 50 3 60 If tb; Oolong, 35 Q 60 
Potatoes—OS.'i'iO tf bushel *
Oats—35 V  bushel
Beef—by the hundred, 5.00 3  7.00; steak 10 © 14 
P tb; roasts, 7 3  10; corned, 4 g 6 
Poultry—chickens, 8 © 12 tf" tb; turkeys, 12; or­
dinary fowls, 7 g 10
Pork—roast, 6 g8 P  tb; round hog, 5; clear salt 
pork, 8 g 10; hams, 10 3  12 
Mutton—6 ©8 P tb; spring lamb, 6 © 10 
Veal Steak—12 if tb: roast, 6 © 8 
Nutmegs—8 tf oz 
Starch—10 © 12 
Soda—6 g 8 
Cream Tartar—40 V  tb 
Dried Currants—10 4f  tb 
Raisins—8 g 12 
Onions—2 tf tb 
Vinegar—35 If gallon 
Pickles—8 tf tb 
Ittce—8 g 10 tf tb 
Kerosene Oil -20 g 23 tf gallon
[The above prices are at retail.] 
PRODUCE M ARKET.
Apples—Winter, No. 1 ,1.00gl.50 4f barrel; dried
3 35
Beans—yellow eyes, 1.50 g 1.75; pea, 1.85 q 2.00;
medium, 1.65 tf bushel 
Eggs—214f dozen 
Hay—10.00 if ton; straw, 5.00 
Oats—30 g 3"> tf bushel 
Potatoes—ISO n 65 
Wood—hard 2.00 3  2.25 4f cord 
Pelts-50 3  1 CO 
Hides—5 %
I Vool—33 g 35 tf tb
Brighton Cattle Market.
B o sto n , D ec . 4.
Cattle. Sheep. Swine. 
At market this week, 2,36 1 3,8.X* 14,875
Last week, 2,206 2,800 13,430
Western cattle, 1,504; Eastern cattle, 600; 
Milch Cows and Northern cattle, 260.
Beef cattle—Extra quality, 4753 5 00]
First Quality, 4 87% ©4 62% [ 100 lbs. 
Sec’d Quality, 4 50g4 25% f live wt. 
Third Quality. 3 50 ©4 00 J 
Poorest grades, 3 00fi3 37%
Fat hogs 3%®4c V  tb live weight.
There were but a few beeves brought in 
from Maine, most of the receipts from that 
section being working oxen and stores for 
which there has been a very fair trade. The 
supply of working oxen was larger than that 
of a week ago and trade has been very mod­
erate: Store cattle—yearlings $8315; 2 year
olds 11027 and 3 year olds 23345 per head. 
There was a large supply at market and most 
of them of an ordinary grade. Milch cows— 
extra $45 ©47; ordinary 29340; and springers 
25g45 per head. Siieep and lambs sold at 436 
W tb landed at Brighton.
Wool NXarlcet.
Boston , Dec. 4.
Transactions includt 50,000 lbs. Ohio, includ­
ing No. 1 to XP and above at 33g38; and a fair 
quotation for X  and X X  Ohio is from 34©35c; 
£5,0,10 lbs Michagan and Wis. fleeces at 32% © 
3314c; 30,003 lbs Valley Oregon at 27c; 125,000
lbs unwahed aud unmerchantable fleeces at 
10g23c; 70,000 lbs combings and declaine at 33 
©40c for coarse aud medium washed combing, 
and 27©29 for unwashed; 175,000 lbs super and 
X  pulled at 29 ©40c, mostly from 33©36c for 
good line of supers: 275,000 lbs California at 
12% ©20c per tb for fall and spring; 35,000 lbs 
scoured at 33 V, ©Ole; 11,000 lbs nails at 20350c; 
6400 lbs tul) washed at 30c; 9669 ibs coarse 
coats at 25 ©2“c: and 13,600 lbs sorts at prices 
in the range
Portland M.*i rltot.
W e d n e sd a y , Dec. 4. 
Apples—1 00©2 00 4f bbl. Dried 5g3o 4f lb. 
Butter—20©23cfor family; store 10©15c If tb 
Beam—pea 2 00©2 15; yellow eyes, 2 0081 87% 
Cheese—Maine and Vermont Factory, 8©10%c 
Fish—large shore 3 50@4 00; large bank 3 12*4
3 37%; small 2 75© 2 50; pollock 2 00a 1 75; had­
dock 1758150; herring 3 50©4 50 bbl; scaled 208 
25c 4f box; mackerel 4f bbl—bay No. 2 to No. 1, 
7 003 14 00; shore Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 2 25©17 00
Flour—superfine 3 5034 00; spring X  and X X
4 75 9 5 75; Michigan X  and X X  5 50«5 25; pa­
tent spring wheat, 7 50fi8 50; St Louis X and 
X X  to best, 4 7586 25
Grain—Corn 54©52c per bushel; oats 37@37; 
fine feed 24 00©24 00 V ton; shorts 20 00 4f ton 
Hay— Loose 10 ©13 tf ton; pressed 10 00813 00; 
straw 639 4f ton
Lard—P tierce 6%36%c tb; 4f keg 6%fi7; pail 
8148954
Plaster— white per ton 3 00; blue 2 75; ground 
in bbls 8 00©9 00; calcined in bbls 2 2580 00 
Produce—beef side 6©9c; veal none; mutton 
6 ©8c; chickens 12gi4c; turkeys 14316c; eggs 
25 822c; potatoes new, 90980c P  bushel.
Provisions—Chicago extra beef 10 50311 00; 
pork backs 12%@l3;clear 12311)4 ; mess 10 60310; 
hams 93944c tf lb; round hogs 4%§5c
Gold sincl Stook Market.
N e w  Y o r k , D ec. 5.
Money was loaned at 3©3% per cent, on call. 
Gold, 100)4,
United States Sixes 1881, coupon, 109
“ “ 5-20’s, 1865, new, 103%
..........................  1867, registered, 102%
“ coupon, 105%
“ “  1868, registered, lo6%
“ “ “ coupon, 109%
“ 10-40’s, 1867, registered, 107%
“ “ coupon, 107%
New Fives, registered, 11.6%
New Fives, coupon, 105%
United States new 4% per ct’s,regist’d 104%
“ ’* “  “ coupon, 104%
United States new 4 percents, 10>-%
B IR T H S .
In Kingfield, Dec. 1st, to the wife of Mr. 
Charles Darker, a son.
M A R R IA G E S .
In Phillips, Dec. 1st, by N. B. Beal. Esq., Mr. 
Frank E. Howard, of Phillips, and Miss Jennie 
H. Vining, of Strong.
In Strong, Dec. 4th, at the Methodist parson­
age, by Rev. George L. Burbank, Mr. Willard 
Gray and Miss Sarah Davenport, botli of S.
D E A  THS.
In Phillips, Dec. 1st, Mrs. Lurena Davis, aged 
74 years.
Tax Notice.
ALL REAL ESTATE TAXES, FOR 1877, re­maining unpaid, will be advertised on 
Jan. 1st, 1879. M. C. KELLEY, Collector.
Keys Lost!
THE Subscriber has lost a bunch of Keys in this village, and will repay the finder who 
may leave them at this office, or with
2tl3 H. E. BEAL.
E. H. SH EPA R D ,
At the Elmwood Hotel.
Livery & Boarding Stable,
GOOD TEA M SB k ^  AS C H EA P
To Let, as the cheapest,
have also for sale, at a bargain, a good 
parlor cook stove, also a “Cherub’’ parlor heat­
er, both new. 13tf E. H. SHEPARD.
Stockholders’ Meeting,
THE Stockholders of the Union 'National Bank, of Phillips, are hereby notified to 
meet at the bankii g house of said Association 
on the second Tuesday of January, 1879, being 
the fourteenth day of said month, at two 
o’clock in the afternoon, to act on the follow- 
lowing articles, to wit:
Art. 1st.—To choose aboard of Directors for 
the ensuing year.
Art. 2d-—To transact any other business that 
may come before said meeting.
Dated at Phillips, this 2d day of December, A. 
D. 1878. • J. E. THOMPSON,
ltl3 Cashier.
W . HUNTER, M. D-,
Physician; Surgeon
Strong, Maine,
IP . Y .  S A W Y E R ,
Attorney § Counselor at Law,
Office in Beal Block,
Phillips, Me., Sept. 14,1878.
D. H. TOOTHAKER,
Dealer in
D8Y GOODS & GROCERIES,
5 Bial Block, Phillips, where
Good Goods at Low Prices
2 is the order of the day.
F. A. KIMBALL, M.D,
Physician! Surgeon
Office in Bealo Block,
Phillips, Maine.
E N T I 8 T R Y !
T can be found at Dr. KIMBALL’S
I office, Beal Block, Phillips, Dec. 24tli, 1878, for three weeks, when l shall be pleased to see all in need of D o i x t a l  o r l t .
E. A. WILLIAMS. 
ESP- Remember the time and place.
Barden House.
t^ - 'I  ’he Barden House, Phillips, Mo., is too 
well known to require comment. Square 
meals, and good, clean and comfortable lodg­
ings, for both man and beast, are always in 
readiness, at low prices. Board, from $1 to $2 
per day. SAMUEL FARMER, Prop’r, alse pro­
prietor of Stage Route to Rangeley. Private 
Teams always in readiness at moderate prices.
3 3 .  T .
Phillips, - - Maine.
Watchmaker and Jeweler !
AND DEADER IN
'X7S7‘< a .to S x e s t  C l o o l i s .
iSg’-Repairing Fine Watches a specialty. Over 
25 years experience. Watch Cases polished 
without extra charge. 17*
Odd Ox Wanted,
, 1 The subscriber desires an ox to
gfcyTI) mate one of several now on hand, to 
from 3 feet to C feet 8 inches. 
ewtLfcL He has also anO d d  O x  f o r  SSi&.J.G.
Phillips, Nov. 30. E. J. ROSS.
Furniture Marked
D o w n , D o w n !
E . M . R O B I N S O N ,
DEALER IN
FURNITURE
Has Constantly On Hand
Coffins and Caskets,
— ALSO—




Picture Frames at Reduced Prices, 
Writing Desks, Albums, 
Stereoscopic View Holders, 
Brackets and Card Baskets.
The best Cottage Bedsteads, with Castors, $2.50 
Best Lounges, 1C.00
Dining Chairs, best, .50
High Chairs, .75
Best Cane Chairs, .87
Large Cane Rockers, 2.50
Nurse “ “ 150
Nurse, with arms, 2.25
Nurse, wood seats, 1-25
Good French Chamber Sets, 18.00
Best French Chamber Sets, with Dressing
Case and Fancy Pulls, 30.00
All of my goods are T V X n .l ‘ l t c c l  
I D o 'XATXX to suit the times. Call and see 
before buying elsewhere.
Call and sqe for yourselves. All orders for
Sign Painting
Promptly attended to.
• E. M. ROBINSON,
No. 3 Beal Block, Phillips, Me.
Beal & Worthley,
DEALERS IN
Drugs, Gent’s Furnish’g Goods, 
Ready Made Clothing.
— ALSO—
H a t s ,  C a p s  d ?  F u r s .
Our custom department is under the charge ot
H enry W. True,
who guarantees a perfect fit in all the “Nobby” 
Styles of the day. A full line of
W OOLENS A N D  TRIM M INGS  
Constantly on Han?!.





P a t e n t  M e d i c i n e s ,  «Sce.
— ALSO—
Surgical & Dental Instruments,
Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes.
Perfumery, Fancy and Toilet Articles, Etc.
17 ---------
K W I have also on hand a large stock of Dry 
G oods, Groceries, Choice Tobaccos and Cigars.
M .  W .  H A R D E N ,
FASHIONABLE
HAIR DRESSER !
Next to Barden House,
F U i l l i p s ,  M n i n o .
Clean Towel and plenty hay T 3  n  m  
for every customer. __________________ *52
N EW  STORE! NEW  GOODS !
J .  D .  E S T Y ,
Dealer inF  L  O  XJ T i !
Groceries and Confectionery,
PAINTS, OILS & VARNISHES.
iar“Come and see my goods and prices.
J. D. ESTY, (Old stand of Major Dill.) 
Phillips, Oct. 18th. 6
e 7 w . m o  o r e ,
CR A YO N
P o r t r a i t  Art ist ,
OPPOSITE POST 0FEICE, 
i L u g u s t a ,  ■> M a i n e .
G. W. Y O U N G  & OO.,
Dealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Corn,
FLOUR, CROCKERY, HARDWARE, &c. 
N.B.-Tourists will find everything in Canned 
Goods and general Camping Supplies. Goods 
always fresh, and best the markets afford. 
Rangeley, Maine._____________________ *
T V I- -VN7". 3 3 X T T 'X , 0 3 S T ,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
MOCCASINS, «&<•.
Particular attention paid to Custom
work.
Under Masonic Hull.___ 52 _ Phillips, Me.
E l m w o o d  ELoi3.se.
E. D. P R E S C O T T , Proprietor.
Board, St.OO to $1.50 per day,
Phillips, Me. *13
Thanksgiving.
The beaded frost at early morn 
Gleams whitely o’er the stubble,
And past the eaves at night is borne 
The north wind’s wail of trouble ;
But shines the earth with ruddy light, 
The board is gay and cheery,
And household mirth is flowing bright 
Bound hearts forlorn and weary.
How dark soe'er the world path be,
How vexing earthly clamor,
To-day the sunbeams goldenly 
Pour down a heavenly glamour.
The warring voices cease, or blend 
In chords of solemn sweetness,
While harvest anthems seek the friend 
W ho gives the year completeness.
For tender spring, for summer's wealth, 
For autumn's royal splendor,
For homes of peace, for joy and health, 
Thanksgivings full we render ;
And age with winter’s sifted snow 
Meets childhood’s sunny weather:
The seasons come, the seasons go,
And all are glad together.
SNATCHED FROM NIAGARA.
“  Yes, stranger, it is a mighty fine fall. 
I guess Niagara beats creation for big­
ness. You curiosity-hunters can’t find a 
clip of water better worth eyeing over in 
all your jaunts anywhere. Well, you 
see, it’s just an ocean, as it were, rolling 
over that limestone ledge. Foam, spray 
and thunder—one dull, eternal, awful 
roar, spanned by shifting rainbows— 
that’s it.
‘ ‘ It’s like an entertainment provided 
for those who house at our hotels; some­
thing to draw customer and tot up a 
jolly return for the capital invested. 
That’s it, isn’t it ? It gives you a pleas­
ure to talk about and pay for, and brings 
dollars to those that let you lodgings. 
Come, it is up to your notions, it: it not, 
stranger ?”
“ Can’t you see something beyond 
dollars and cents in this wonder of 
wonders ?” I  said. “  I  kuow familiarity 
breeds contempt toward most things, 
but I rather expected to find Niagara 
beyond this customary result.”
“  Well, to say the plain truth. I don’t 
go in for outlandish bowlings about this 
roarer; but when you talk of my having 
any sort of contempt for it, I tell you my 
fancies about Old Thunderer are some • 
thing particularly different to that. 
Shall I  tell you why ? Are you in a 
listening fit ? Yes ? Then for once I ’ll 
let out a story I  have in my memory, 
and no living man, native or foreign, 
has anything to pair off with it as re­
spects this tumbler below us.” So, with 
the dread music in my ears of this mighty 
mass of flashing-down waters, I listened 
to a tale that has ever since formed part 
of my recollections of Niagara.
“  I'm toughish still, you see. Oldish 
rather, for sixty odd years I ’ve lived 
hereabout; for here I  was born. I know 
this place, pretty well, I guess; every 
foot of every rock, of every track for 
long miles away—up to Erie and down 
to Ontario. Field and forest know my 
shoe leather ail through these parts.
“ When I was thirty, or thereabout, 
I hutted up this river some four miles 
or so away. You’ve tracked it down 
maybe to here. You’d hardly think we 
were coming upon this. The country 
up river is flatfish. The river slides 
along quiet enongb, too. No crags, no 
precipices, no darksome forests; all 
is fertile and good to the eye of man— 
just peace and plenty. It is different, 
though, as the sound of thunder ahead 
grows upon you—dull, awful, everlast­
ing, that has sounded on from creation, 
and will outlast you and me, stranger, 
and thousands of generations yet to 
come.
“ How does it strike you ? You see 
it, I  dare say, as I saw it two score years 
ago. To you it is terrible, but not all 
terror. It’s lovely, too. And to me ? 
v^ell, to me it is horror only; it has 
been so sinc9 that day when I hung on 
its very brink for hours, and thought of 
it as one might think in a nightmare 
dream of some hideous thing, incon­
ceivable, unutterable, that held one in 
its awful grasp. But mine was no 
•vision of the night, to laugh at when 
awakened. Those hours grizzled the 
then brown of my young head into the 
iron gray you see it now. Their iron 
entered into my soul, as they say. It 
has lived there ever since, night and 
day, season and season. There it will 
stay till the death-rattle kills the mem­
ory of all this side of my coffin.
“ I hunted and fished then. That’s 
how I lived. Visitors then came pretty 
plentiful to see this wonder. I  could 
get a ready sale for what I caught, 
whether it was fur or fin. I  had canoed 
it from when I  could recollect anything, 
and was pretty spry, I  tell you, with the 
paddles, and pretty venturesome, too, I 
became, till I thought I was strong 
enough and skilled enough to run risks 
hereabout that others would have shud­
dered from.
“  I thought I knew Niagara too well 
to be in any danger from it. 1 was so 
familiar with it, I  thought of it with 
none of the scare newcomers found in 
it. I used to laugh at their genuine 
fears at the very sight and sound of it. 
i knew it by night when the calm moon­
light poured down light through the 
silvered spray clouds that hung over i t ; 
by day, when the glad sun danced rain­
bows above its flashing floods. Then it 
was too old a friend of mine to be 
dreaded by me.
“ One day changed all this, an I I 
knew it for the hungry monster that it 
is—pitiless, craving for its human prey.
“ It was one Wednesday in August. 
The hotels were full. Fish was in re­
quest, as much as I could bring. Price 
didn’t matter. Pleasure seekers bleed 
freely. I was paid well for what could 
bo charged for as they liked. I had 
found that nearer the rapids I got the 
finer seemed what I caught, and the
more freely the bait was taken. I had 
so often gone where most were too 
timid to venture that I had come to be­
lieve I  could skim anywhere.
“  Even now I think had my paddle 
been sound, I should have come off safe.
“ Well, that morning I was out at 
sunrise, and pretty successful I  was. I 
steadied my course, letting the canoe 
drift little by little toward the rapids 
that frothed aud raved some miles be­
low. I felt at any moment I could shoot 
it out of the strength of the current into 
the smoother waters by the shore.
“  I  got fully employed with my lines, 
for, as I glided down stream, my take 
was rapid, and that of the finest. So 
eager was I that I failed to pay that at­
tention to the drift of my canoe which 
was so needful.
“  It was with a start at last I felt I 
was far too much in the deep current of 
the river, and that its strength would 
need my utmost efforts to escape from 
its grasp. For the first time I  felt real 
dread, for the boiling and hiss of the 
seething waters could almost be heard 
below me. I plied the paddles strongly, 
and for a while I  had hopes of safety, 
though I  had never known the need of 
the exertions I  was now using to draw 
myself out of the mighty force of the 
flood that sped onward to ’ t fearful 
fall
“ Inch by inch I fought my way up 
stream and toward the shore where I 
was to sell my morning’s takings. Every 
inch was won by a strain that made the 
perspiration start from every pore. It 
was for life I fought, for dear life. It 
was death that I pulled against—and 
such a death ! for it was as if a curtain 
was suddenly withdrawn to show me all 
the danger I had so long been running 
unconsciously. It flashed into my 
thoughts how I  had played in the very 
jaws of destruction that now seemed to 
hunger for me.
“ As I  toiled frantically against the 
rushing waters, they were living things 
whose clutch sought to drag me with 
them to share their awful doom. I  had 
grown so used to the roar of the cataract 
(as I now recollected, so near !) that my 
thoughts had ceased to be cognizant of 
i t ; now it almost stunned me.
“ Minutes that had seemed hours had 
passed, and still I  was struggling fran­
tically, streaming with frenzied exer­
tions. I had won some way. I  had edged 
some distance from the central rush of 
the river, and safety would be found in 
the slower waters that skirted the bank, 
could I but reach them.
“  I  bent still more madly to the effort. 
In a moment I  had lost my hold on 
existence, and was rushing, helpless and 
hopeless, to the dreadful fate I  had been 
fighting against. One of my paddles, 
overstrained, had broken, and, at the i 
mercy of the mighty flood, I was speed­
ing every minute more swiftly to what 
knew so well—what I  saw as plainly ! 
with my mind’s eye as I had thousands ) 
of times seen it with my living sight.
“  H>»w I  saw all we are looking down ; 
on here! Not a sight, not a sound we ; 
are seeing and hearing, but what was i 
m that moment heard and seen by me 
more vividly than now. I was literally 
bewildered with the roar I now hear so 
calmly.
“ I  shrieked aloud in my agony as I  1 
clasped my useless bauds over my sight, ! 
vainly, to shut out the -smooth slide of 1 
the inland sea, as I saw it flashiug back i 
the morning sun as it leapt into the i 
misty gulf into whose thunder it shot.
“  A few moments bore me down to the I 
rapids. A few minutes, and I was j 
through them—safely. How I escaped 
wreck among them puzzles me. I  was 
too paralyzed with horror to use my one 
paddle, to iu any way steer my light 
craft through the foaming currents on 
which it tossed. Its lightness must have 
saved it. Had it been a heavier built 
boat it would have been dashed to shreds 
a score of times before we reached 
smooth water. As it was, it danced 
along, frolicking, as it seemed to me, 
with a ghastly defiance of the destiny to 
which it so surely hurried.
“  Out of the hissing ! out of the froth­
ing foam ! We were on the calm, ma­
jestic mass of water—the sea tide, you 
might surely call it, that was to hurl it­
self aud me to atoms.
“  How oddly the mind acts in such 
moments of horror 1 Would you believe 
i t ! a tradition of Niagara actually oc­
curred to me as I flashed along. It was 
an Indian legend. I  remembered how 
an Indian squaw, long the favorite of a 
famous chief, found a young maiden was 
to supplant her iu her wigwam. I re­
collect—I swear I saw it as plainly as if 
imagination and reality were one—she 
bore the best-loved child she had borne 
to its father from her forest home till 
she reached a canoe. Then she paddled 
herself and her boy into the full stream 
and east the paddles from her, and with 
a heavy heart, nerved by hate and re­
venge and misery unendurable, stood 
up chanting her death song, that re­
counted her wrong and her misery, and 
welcomed her coming escape from it, 
till they shot into eternity amid the tur­
moil of waters below.
“ Even while this was for an instant 
flashing through my bewildered brain I 
was entering the very heart of the 
thunder of the fall. Moments only 
separated me from my release from 
agony. But the Indian stoicism was 
foreign to me ; I could have yelled 
aloud in the terror that possessed mo.
“  I  dared not await seated the awful 
last moment that was so near. I faced 
my fate ; I turned ; I  stood up. I  look­
ed straight ahead to where the curving 
waters were to launch me to peace eter­
nal.
“  The flood had scarcely a ripple on 
its surface.”
“  Was it real ? Within a few yards of 
the awful brink the canoe had shot by a 
flat speck of rock that off the shores of 
Goat island lay stirless on tho very 
edge of the abyss.
“  With a hardly conscious effort in
passing I had sprung to the slippery 
surface. That moment had saved me 
from instant annihilation. The canoe 
was gone. I  was standing, as yet alive, 
while, almost washing my very feet, the 
sea of waters hurried on—on—on either 
side of me, and disappeared.
“ I  gasped a cry of blessing for de­
liverance. Deliverance? Was it de­
liverance ? For how long ? I yet. 
breathed, but who would, who could, 
save me from the rushing flood that 
tore past me, from the thundering cata­
ract that fell almost within reach of my 
touch ?
“ Oh, heaven! What had I saved 
life for ? For a prolonged agony ? For 
such misery as must end in starvation, 
madness, suicide ? Could my mind long 
bear the strain now upon it ? How 
could it ?
“ Let your eyes skirt the rounding 
edge of this nearest fall. You can see 
the very rock I  was on. It looks but 
yards from the larger space of Goat 
island, but those yards were as bad as 
miles. They were an impassable gulf 
between me and the stretch of rock that 
seems so near.
“  What were my chances of escape ? 
Dared I  hope there were any ? I was 
almost too wild with terror to think at 
all. Yet the brain seemed fevered with 
life in such moments.
“ Should I  be starved? Should I 
slide into the rushing tide from cold and 
exhaustion? Would sheer, unbearable 
terror fling me to death from my utter 
inability to endure the horror that 
possessed me ?
“ What could be done for me? Was 
rescue possible ? Could a boat be 
floated in any way down to me ? Even 
if it could be guided to so small a point, 
could I dare to trust my pelf to it ?
“  I looked to this very rock on which 
we stand. Here, on this spot, I  saw a 
throng of excited spectators. I was 
seen; and who could see a human being 
in such peril and not faintly share the 
terror that I felt ?
“  I  could hear the calls of men to me 
to have heart. I  could catch cries to me 
that I should be saved. I  could see 
women wild with pity. Ah ! what could 
their pity do for me ? Yet that, perhaps, 
was the saving of my life. Anything— 
anything to make me forget the ever- 
rushing waters that unceasingly flashed 
by my feet and disappeared.
“  Men were crowding the river bank. 
They were consulting, I could see, excit­
edly, debating what should be done.
“  There is a rush of some from the 
crowd. Time passes, ages to me in my 
agony. At last a boat comes, borne on 
the shoulders of boatmen at a run. They 
lay it at the water’s edge. There is a 
rush of others with a coil of cable, not a 
rope; rope they knew would be murder.
“  I see them boring the boat’s sides 
—passing the cable through—knotting 
it—nailing it securely.
“  The boat is towed along the still 
side-water far up stream. The crowd 
follow it. What will they do ? What , 
sane being -frill venture his life to save 
mine ? Delay 1 delay ! They have ! 
stopped. Talk! chatter! will they 
never act ? Oh, dear God, help him— 
bless him ! A canoe pulls out from the 
shore with the boat in tow The canoe, 
as well as the boat, has a cable secured 
to it, by which those on the bank regu­
late its drift down stream. How strong­
ly it struggles up and out into the full 
flood ! Both cables are secured round 
trees and paid out by numbers.
“ Fighting up and across the tide, 
drifting down i t  as the cables slack their j 
length, I  watch—with what hungering 
eyes—the canoe steal inch by inch to I 
where it and tho boat it holds are in a ! 
line with my feet. The set of some cur- i 
reut drifted me to the rock I stand on. ! 
The boat is detached, straining on the | 
cable, guided, too, by a rope from the 
nearly stationary canoe. The current 
sets it toward me. It is brought up by 
the strain of the cable ashore. Still it 
drifts nearer and nearer.
“  There are moments in life that 
swallow up all the rest of existence in 
our memories. They haunt us awake. | 
We dream them always. I f I  should 
be a Methulselah with centuries of 
breath it seems to me one thought 
would always absorb all others, as 
Aaron’s snake devoured Pharaoh’s 
magician’s serpents.
“  I remember nothing else but that I 
awoke in bed at Forsyth’s. I  was told 
I had been in a death agony with a 
brain fever. What mattered that ? I 
felt tho blessedness of peace, of safety, 
of life wrung from death.
“  They dared not tell me it was real— | 
that all I  am now telling you had been 
awful reality—that I had dared as the ! 
boat drifted abreast of me to risk a leap j 
into it—that, on the very edge and utter 
brink of death, the strength of scores 
ashore had overpowered the rushing 
flood—that amid the shouts and tears 
and sobs, not of women only, but of 
bearded, iron-nerved men, I  had been 
lifted senseless from the boat and borne 
to enjoy brain fever safely in the hotel 
yonder.
“  Do you think I have told you a lie 
or a believable truth—the bare fact?
I know it is plain truth, and yet I  only 
half credit it myself. Well, stranger, 
dream or truth, I never forget it; it ’s 
part of me always.
“  God save any one from ever trying, 
in fact or fancy, such an experience as 
m ine!
“ Now you know why I  don’t see any­
thing of beauty in Niagara. I  leave 
that to be discovered by those who 
never came so near to being a real part 
of it as I  did. ”
The largest Sunday-school in the 
world is probably at Stockport, Chester 
county, England, with a population of 
only 53,011. The school building cost 
$100,000, and has between eighty and 
ninety teaching-rooms. Since the insti­
tution was opened 5,085 teachers have 
been employed and 90,801 scholars reg­
istered.
Though they may obstinately resist the 
action of other external remedies, ulcers con­
taining proud flesh, swellings, tumors, leprous 
granulations and scrofulous sores speedily heal 
under the purifying and soothing influence of 
Henry's Carbolic Salve, the promptest and most 
efficient topical application ever discovered or 
used. It is believed that there is no chronic 
sore or eruption that may not be eradicated by 
this incomparable purifier. Sold by all drug­
gists.
The importance and value of Johnsou’s Ano- 
dyne Liniment to a family cannot be estimated 
in dollars and cents. It is both for internal 
and external use, and will prevent and cure 
diphtheria and all dangerous throat and lung 
troubles. _________________ _
A one-cent revenue stamp is about all tho 
value there is to the large packs of horse and 
cattle powders now sold. If  you want a strictly 
pure article get Sheridan’s. They are im­
mensely valuable.
Cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion, 
Sour Stomach,‘Sick Headache.
A L L E N S1
Women
•
Who ay nut glossy, luxuriant 
and wavy tresses ot* abundant, 
beautiful Ha i r  must use 
LYON’S KATKAIRON. This 
elegant, cheap article always 
makes the Hair grow freely 
and fast, keeps it from falling 
out, arrests and cures gray- 
ness, removes dandruff and 
itching, ma k e s  the H a i r  
strong, giving it a curling 
tendency and keeping it in 
any desired position. Bcim- 
tifiil, healthy Hair is the sure 





I T h r o n l  a n d  I . i i i i k  A ffr c iio iiN  
I n d o i x ' i !  b y  th e  n m l
P h y s ic i a n s .  T a k e n  b y  th o u *  
snn  <Im>
J rW'SOI-O EVERYWHERE _^g
FOR
CURING
MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
Demonstrated heat by H IGHEST HONORS A T  A b b  
W O R L D ’ S E X PO SITIO N S FOR TW E L V E  Y E A R S , 
v iz : at P a r is , 1H67; VIENNA. 187a: Sa n t ia g o , 1875; 
P h il a d e l p h ia , 1878; P arts, 1878; and G r an d  Sw e d is h  
Gold  Me d a l , 1878. Only American Organs ever 
awarded highest honors at any such. Sold for cash or 
installments. Il l u s t r a t e d  Ca ta lo g u e s  and Circu­
lars wilh new styles and prices, sent free. M ASON A 
H AM LIN  ORG AN  GO , Boston, New York or O hicago.
7 7 1  T H R O W  A W A Y  Y O U R  
.H A R K I N G  I N K .
Mark your clothes and table 
and bed linen with R o se ’s 
Nam e  W r i t i n g , F a n c y  
St itc h in g  a n d  D a r n in g  
At t a c h m e n t . Price si i . (Jan 
be used with any sewing ma­
chine and is simple. Darns 
stockings and all kinds o f 
garments. Gall and see, or 
send for circular. R oom  -1, 
Sun Building, New York, or 
__________________________any Agent.____________________
T h e  G r e a t  T a m  tin  W e e k l y .
T H E  C H R I S T I A N  U N I O N .
H E N R Y  W A R D  ItE K C H E tt,)  r ,
L Y M A N  A B B O T T , > E d ito r s .
A n  T J n /s e c t a r ia u , I n d e p e n d e n t  J o u r n a l ,
Devoted to Religion, Morals, Reform , News, Litera­
ture, H ousehold Matters, Agriculture, <fco.
8$3 per nuniiiii. p o sto ite  p re p a id .
A large cash commission paid to agents. Send 3-cent 
stamp for sam ple copy. Address 
_THE C H R IS T IA N  U N ION, 3 7  P-vrlc,Place. N. Y.
BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS AND INVALIDS.
R ecom m ended  by 
Physicians.
“  After using the v&rioin 
leading preparations for in­
fants’ Food,without benefit to 
my child, I used the Cf.uk* t.a 
Milk. The first month the 
child gained four pounds, and 
is steadily improving.”
D. D. iiKEKM AN, 
m  i*'*ei*.
S o ld  b y  G rocers and  D ru ggists everyw here. M anu­
fa c tu re d  b y  tho C E R E A L  M ’F ’ G  CO., Now York,
T h e  A n tid o te  ro  A lc o h o l F o u n d  a t I .n s t .
THE FATHER MATHEW REMEDY
Is a certain and speedy cure for intemperance. It de­
stroys all appetite for a lcoholic litynors and builds ny 
the nervous system. A ft e r  n .ic b iiu e h , o r  a n y  
in te m p e r a te  in d u lg e n c e , a  s in g le  te a s p o o n ,  
fu l w ill  r e m o v e  a ll  m en ta l an d  p h y sic a l d e ­
p r e ss io n . I t  also oures every kind o f F e v e b , D y s . 
Pe r s ia  and T o r p id it y  of  t h e  L iv e r . Sold  by all 
druggists. S I  per bottle. Pamphlet; oh ‘‘ A lcohol, it* 
Effects on the Human Body, and Intem perance as a 
Disease,”  sent free. F ather . M a th e w  T e m pe ra n ce  
and Ma n u f a c tu r in g  C o ., 3G  Bond St., New York.
THE SMITH IRGiH Cl.
F ir s t  E s ta b lis h e d  ! M o s t  S u c c e s s fu l !
THEIR INSTRUMENTS have a standard 
value In all the
LEAD IN G  MARKETS
OP THE W ORLD!
E v e ry w h e re  recogn ized  as the 
I N  T O N E .
F I N  mi. a t
O V E R  8 0 , 0 0 0
M a d e  a n d  i n  u s e .  N ew  D esign s constantly . 
B est w ork  and low est prices.
■ Send lor  a Catalogue.
Trsmont Si, opp, Waltham Si, Bcsto, Mass,
PENSIONS
A K K  P A I D  every soldier disabled In line 
of duty, b.v A c c id e n t  or o* l io r w ls e . A 
W O U N D  of any kind, loss, of K IN -  
H E R .T O K  o r  E Y E ,  R I I P f U R B ,
If but slight, or D is e a s e  o f  l . l 'N G S .
JfSU UN T V -D ischarge for Wound, Injur­
ies oi Rupture, g i v e *  P U L I, B o u n t y ,
E o s t  H o r s e s ,  O ll lc e r s ’ A c c o u n t s  
and a l l  W a r  C la im s  s e t t le d . K B -  
J E C T K O  C L A I M S  R K O P K N K D .
Send 2 5  c e n t s  ff.r a C o p y  o f  A c t s  ; 
o n  P E N S I O N S ,  B O U N T Y  A N I » {
L A N D  C L A I M S .  M e n d  s t a m p  f o r  > j 
C i r c u l a r s .  &,
W M L  E . C U M M I N G S  A  C O .,  |
C. S. CLAIM AGT’S and PATENT A T T ’YS,
B o x  KOO. AY a s  liin  { -to n . 1>. C .
U O O E S S F U L  F O L K S .
Matthew Hale Smith’s new book.
1000 Prominent persons—men and women 
analyzed, s t e e l  P o r t r n I t s  o f  A . T .  
Q T 'T T 'W  A  TO V  A N I) K R  B I I .T ,  
O  X  Xj  W  A l t  X  , B E N N E TT, E t c . The
sensaticn of the season. Now is the time for 
A f i F N T S  to secure territory. Address for 
H D l-I t  I J  agency circulars and terms, 
A M E R I C A N  P U B U S H I N U  C O .,
H a r t f o r d ,  C o n n .
N otwithstanding all 
the sham offers pre­
sented to A g e n t s  
there is yet an opeo-PBWh ) i  
ing for everybody Ito
If you can’ t procure R idge ’s Food in your vicinity,send 
t55ets. in stamps, with full directions, to W O O L K lC H  J 
A GO., Palmer, Mass , and a can will be sent.
E m b o s s e d  p i c t u r e s !
For Decorating and Fancy Work. Finest stook import- I 
ed, including Flowers, Birds, Heads, Loaves, Insects, I 
Figures,Ac. 7 sheets for 30c., 13 for 50c., 20 or 26 for #1 00. [ 
Oatalogue o f 1000 sheets. 3o. Agents teas ted. Stamps j 
aken. F. T llIF E T , <» I Court Street. Boston, M aas.
A G EN TS, READ T H IS !
NVe will pay Agents a Salary o f $100 per month anil 
exoeunes, or allow a large commission to sell onr net) 1 
ei,.l wonderful inventions. It> mean irhat tee sag 
Sample free. Address,
k_______H tiK I O I A N  Ar C O ..  Flnvwhntl, .Mich. I
T R U T H  18 M IG H T Y 1Professor Marlines, the SpanishfW m..1 Wimud, will for *•<» CuuU, with your age, height, rrolor <f cjeij
PIANOS
V | in  i n  0 lbs. Beat Sample Tea, $1.50; 5 lbs. Very 
I  l l A n  New Crop Tea (green or black), $2. 
“  Sent in packages o f 5 ibs. and upward to
£ , 9  »e»T%n?J.B£ e’ pt o f  Orlc0- Circulars mailed free. 
T H E  OANTON TEA GO.. Importers, 1 4 8  Ghambars 
Street, New Y ork. Postnfltce box 872. Agents wanted.
1 2 5  to 8S400—factory prices— 
highest honors—Mathushok’s scale 
for squares— -finest uprights in j 
America—oyer 12,000 in use—regularly incorporated 
M PgO o.—Pianos sent on trial--48-page catalogue free. 
Mendelssohn Piapo Go., 21 K. 15th Street. N. Y7
BEARD^ E LIX IR
in from T’tnoJO J«y«. Tloo*
L.L.8MJTU
CO M B I N A T I O N  D in n e r .  B ’ liP a t  a n d  T e aSets, 100 pieces, JHt I -4. Fine Engraved Goblets S I 
a doz. Ivory-handled Table Knives, ^ 0  a doz. House 
Furnishing complete. Goods boxed free. 50-page Price 
List free. B a s s f o r d .  Gooper Institute, N. Y. cit
E S  CARPENTER’S ^ " ^
M a c h i n e  will cut sm ooth and true. Price 82.50. I l­
lustrated circular free. E. Roth & Bro.,New O xford,Pa.
I V I N S ’  P a t e n t  I la l r - C r i in p e r n  ! Sample Box iO  cts. Retailers supplied by any W holesale Notion 
House in the U oited States. Send for circulars. Miinu- 
factured only by K. Iv in s , 2 0 0 3  N. Fifth St.,Phila..Pa.
t(l t H in n  'UVOBted  in w all tst. Stocks makes 
ulU  IU $iUU U  fortunes every m onth. Book sent 
free explaining everything.
Address B A X T E R  AGO.. Bankers. I 7  Wall St.. N . Y
A G E N T S
make money honorably and easily. Inexperienced 
hands make little fortunes in leisure h 'u rs  Teachers 
are doubling their salaries. Boys and Girls are making 
men’s wages. Our Agents can ever look custom ers 
straight in the face, for our very life depends on keep­
ing faith. No charge for outfit, and no experience need­
ed. W hen our terms are known there is a scram ble for 
agencies, so this will appear only once. A pos’e.1 card 
secures all particulars. Fa m il y  Hf.HALO Publishing 
Oe., Box l o t  K, Boston, Mass.
AGENTS WANTED FOR T H E
I C T O R I A L
IlHiSTORYoi'THEWGBLD
It oontainj S 7 2  fine historical engravings and 1 2G O  
large double-colum n pages, and is the most com plete 
History o f  the W orld ever published. It sells at sight. 
Send for specimen pages and e it -a  terms to Agents.
Address, N A T IO N A L  PU BLI SH ING CO . ,
___________________________________ Philadelphia, Pa. j
W A N T E D ! AG EN TS FO R  T U B
I-< A A V  H  O  F  M U 8 L N  K W H .
lfilA  / » l l  direelions and fo r m . fo r  all Transaet iov. <, fa 
even/ State o f  the Union.By T H F O I ’ l i l l . I’M P A R S O N S ,  1 ,1 ,. O .
A Book  for  E v e r y b o d y . Explaining the rights, 
duties, and ohtiyationB of all the relations of life, as vrell 
as every kind o f  contract and l**al obligation.
A rorrrrt, economicalt and CoHP*e!or and adrihtr.
Giving directions for every proceeding, and showing 
how to draw and execute every kind of legal instru­
ment. The only reliable Book o f its kind.
Send for descriptive circular and terms.
8 .  S C R A N T O N  d r O O .,  »1 n r i f o r d ,  C o n n .
H U N T ’S R E M E D Y
D i M E Y M 'E m C l l
A positive remedy for 1> r n p » y  and n i l  ducoK's o f j  
Ithe K id n e y s , II la d d er A ml U r in a r y  O r*  I 
! gn u s. H u n t ’s K e n e d y  is purely vegetable and I 
Ipreparod e x p r e s s ly  for the above disease*. It has | 
I cured thou laudi. Even- botlle warranted. Rend to W.
| E. Clarke, Providence, It.I.. for illustrated pamphlet.
I f  your druggist don’t have it, he will order it for y o  u. i
CURED FREET 1j ?  j I An infallible and nnexoelled rem edy for 
I J | K its, E p ilep sy  o r  F a ilin g  S ic k n e s s  
■  -4| w a r r a n t e d  to effect a speedy and P U H .  
I  1  E M A  ill  A N  E N T  cure, 
pa 1 n I  I I  “ A  fr e e  b o t t l e ”  of ray 
renowned specific and a val- 
I uable Treaties sent to nay
M  «  A S  sufferer sending roe his
■ Post-office and U xprsss
— . _  _  address.
_  - 1>rt H G. R O O T , 1 8 3  Pearl Street, New Y ork  ,
WARNER BRO’S CORSETS"
1 r< f^iveil tlu» Highest Modal at tho rreen t
PARIS EX PO SITIO N ,
Y O U N G  1V3EN
*  mout h. Small salary whileli
Learn Telegraphy and 
earn 1*1(1 to  S  ilJO »
, s  learning. Situati, n fur- 
n shod Address R. Valentine, Manager, Janesville.WTs,
BI6m
P A  Y .—Witn Stencil Ou'ttts. What costs 4 
ots. sells rapidly for 5 0  cts. Catalogue fr e e .  
S.M .Sp e n c e r , 1 1 2  W ash’n St-.Boston.Mass.
A M O N T H —Awenta W a n te d —3U  bent
selling articles in tho world : one sample fr e e .  
Address JA  Y  BRON SO N , Detroit, M ich.
AG E N T S  W A N T E D .—For the best and fastest selling Pictorial Hooka and Bibles. Prices reduced 
3 3  per cent. Address N AT PU B . CO., l ’ h t ln .,  P a .
OPIUM
$ 7
Something New for Agents
H a b i t  &* S k in  D ln en n eg . Thous­
ands cured. Lowest Prices. Do not fail 
to write. Dr.F.E.Marah,Quincy,Mich.
A D A Y  to A gents canvassing for the E lr e g ld *  
V isitor. Terms and D ot fir Free. Addrees
P. O. V IC K E R Y  A uen sta, M aioq, 
Mon and 
W o m e n
wanted in every village, addreso Box “ K S. New York_
C1 \ II D P r i n t » r « ,  buy Blank Cards from Johnston J <fc Go.. Card M’ t’ rs, Harrisburg, Pa. Send for List
G.I.AISS* I U U iS ,  Traps, Ac. Price li.c- free. A d  dress .Great Western Gun W orks, Pittsburg, Pa
C I I D C D C I  i m i l C  H A IR  R E M O V E D . Uiroularo u r c .n r t.u u uo froe s c upham,ghii&fl’a.
EkV and Beautif ul —Photograph Cards with Name. 
Samples Ho. Son i picture to >S. I’f.u iiy ,Nhh:.«ii.N.Y.
CEJ Q  O  flt fA A  Y E A b f. H o w fo M a k e .lt .  New Jgmtt 
O G O U U <' 0®<L>« L'OK W iO N G E , S t. Lou is,M o.
N
over nil American compel: 
FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET
Their 
■(120 Bon. 4) 
fits with perfect ease, an«J Is w.\»- 
ranted not to break <Iown over the hi pi 
Their HEALTH CORSET with its Im­
proved Bunt, in no w a gronter f;ivorits 
than ever. Their NURSING CORSKT li 
the delight of every mother.
For sale by all leading merchants.
WARNER BROS., 351 Broadway, N.Y,
T E A S !
A H E A D
A M ,  T H E  T I M E .
The very best- goods 
direct from the Im ­
porters at H alf the 
usual cost. Best plan ever offerea toO ln b  A gents and 
large buyers. A L L  E X P R E S S  C H A R G E S  P A ID . 
New terms FR E E .
TheGreatAmericanTeaCompany,
3 1  an d  3 3  V e sc y  S t r e e t ,  N e w  Y o r k .
P. O. Box 4 2 3 d .
C heapest T o y  L a n tern  to B e s t  S tereop ticon
M A G I C  l a n t e r n
/ 6 0  V I  E W S « r ©  2 £ D ,-
Ca ta lo g u e  Fr e e l
M u sic a l M a rv e l! { *800 Filbert S t., P h ilad“ Pa“ f
THE TEMPERANCE REFORM
A M ) ITS ORE AT REFORHFRS.
17te latest, freshest and most sample's work on the 
Great Temporaries Movement, now sweeping over the 
ooantry. Francis Murphy, Dr. Reynolds, and all the 
great tem perance workers o f the country, indorse it. 
A x io m *  W iiM ts il K v e r r w h r r r  Address for extra 
terms, N ELSO N  Jfc P H IL L IP S , 8 0 5  Broadway, N .Y .
A l f l f - R l A N  | Tfie Wonder o f  tho A ge—as brillisat H L U L m H l f  | HS jh,, gems—all m ounted in
n i & M f l M R Q  I finest gold. The Beauty and Fr ee 
U I H lr lU  IS D O . j will astonish you. W e forward, free, 
our Illustrated Book. Send your address,
W H IT N E Y , COO KE A GO., 4G  State Street, C h icago.
O u tfits  W a n t k d I
DESTROYING LOCUSTS.
The EnormouH N u m b e r
llUlil'D,
K ille d  lu T w o
The follow ing is published in the 
English papers, from a letter recently 
received from Ajmere, in Raj poo tana,
India:
“ The young locusts, which have for I  I  Hi
several weeks threatened us, are now a broken-limbed horse as ruined, and to 
taking their marches preliminary to t ’ 11 ’ f T" nt *T” w ’11’ orvi‘J’
A Triumph in Horse Surgery.
The suooess of Griffith G. Williams, a 
merchant of Utica, in treating and sav­
ing a valued horse that had a broken 
Jeg, is proved to be complete, and it 
naturally attracts much attention, and 
provokes no little discussion amoug 
men who have to do with horses. The 
practice from all time has been to regard
their wings having grown sufficiently j 
for flight, and they are doing enormous ; 
damage. It is heartrending, after the j 
scarcity of last year, to see the fields ) 
full of fine, tall, healthy crops one day ; 
reduced by the next to a waste of bare i 
brown stalks. I  was congratulating; 
myself yesterday on the escape of our ; 
garden, but this morning I  saw our ser- ! 
vants and several other men in an ! 
excited state, shouting and waving 
branches, trying to divert the hopping 
masses past our boundary, and thus j 
save the garden. Twenty-eight men
kill it. In view of Mr. Williams’ experi­
ence, it may not be uninteresting to re­
call the circumstances and the treat­
ment.
The animal was a black mare that 
easily made her mile in three minutes, a 
model of grace and beauty, and of such 
excellent disposition that women and 
children drove her with safety. Mr. 
Williams valued her at $1,000, not so 
much for her speed as for her rare com­
bination of good qualities. A twist in 
a rut broke her right hind leg between 
the fetlock and the gambrel joint. The
break could not have been made in a 
have been at this work since quite early | worse pjace. The advice of the veteri
this morning.”
The same writer continues a few days 
3 later: “  I  had heard, but had doubted 
the truth of the story as to Low they 
get rid of the army of young locusts in 
Bikaneer. You know, I suppose, they 
spring from eggs deposited by previous 
flights of locusts, aud when hatched 
} hop along in dense masses while yet 
unfit for flight, aud iu their progress 
lay waste all vegetation. I had heard 
that in Bikaneer they dig trenches to 
leeward of where these young broods 
appear, and take measures to drive the 
locusts into them; and the sides being 
perpendicular, the creatures hop in but 
cannot hop out, and earth is thrown in 
upon them. I  resolved to make an ex­
periment. I  suggested to C----- , who
was lamenting the devastation going on 
| around, that he should call out a party 
of men from his regiment and let us dig 
some trenches and drive the locusts into 
them, and so prove the truth or other­
wise for ourselves. Ho promptly re­
sponded, so we collected spades and or­
ganized fatigue parties, and set to work. 
Some time was lost in getting matters 
into training, but iu about two hours 
we succeeded in getting several trenches 
dug, varying from twenty-five feet to 
sixty feet long, one foot wide and about 
two feet deep.
“ Then we sent ‘ Sepoys’ (native sol- 
i diers) in a horshoe direction from the 
trench about 1,000 feet away to wave 
hands aud drive the locusts on. They 
came,aud thickened as they approached, 
one dense mass, hopping along until 
they hopped into the trench. It was a 
N  curious sight to stand at the end and 
’ look at it all—a seething, hopping mass 
inside the treuch, while a regular short 
cataract came pouring down on them 
until they were about two inches deep; 
then the hopping ceased in the trench. 
They had nothing hard to kick against,
| nary surgeons that she be killed was 
disregarded. The mare was slung up 
in a blanket, and precisely the same 
treatment was given as is employed in 
broken limbs in men. The bones were 
placed carefully iu position, the limb 
was bandaged, and then set in plaster. 
In six weeks the animal could bear her 
weight, and in seven weeks she was 
taken from the sling. At the broken 
part there was considerable enlarge­
ment, and there were not wanting evi­
dences of the limb’s weakness. The 
case was widely commented on at the 
time and the prediction of those who 
saw the mare and of writers who joined 
in file discussion was unfavorable to the 
getting of any practical service from 
her. The New York sporting journals 
in particular expressed the opinion that 
the cost and bother must come to more 
than the animal’s worth, even though 
the operation were successful.
This was in March, 1870. The repre­
sentative of the Utica Morning Herald , 
who has visited the mare within a week, 
pronounces her absolutely cured and 
seemingly as sound in the injured limb 
as she was on the day before it was 
broken. The enlargement has entirely 
passed away, and the mare spins around 
the driving park track or over the 
smooth Oneida county roads at her old- 
time three-minute gait as readily as be­
fore. While moving at her fastesf she 
shows no sign of having been injured. 
She is the mother of a promising 
Hambletonian colt two months old. 
Experienced horsemen pronounce her 
absolutely as good as previous to the 
accident. The total cost of the treat­
ment was less than $100.
Mr. Williams, who is something of a 
horse fancier, is strongly of opinion that 
nine out of ten similarly broken legs 
may be reset aud the horse saved by the 
simple process he used. Whether this 
be so or not, it is plain that veterinarybut the iuflux continued till they were or uul’ “  -f .1 v
half up the ditch, when wo quickly mrgcous cannot longer ml.cnlo Ins ex
throw Jn earth and bnriod thoS, and | “ L " , .? .
then off to another trench and repeat
We continuedthe whole operation, 
this for two hours.
“ jWhile at one of the trenches I  sent 
for a finger-glass and immersed it in 
the mass of locusts, as one might dip it 
into water, then struck it off with a
possible that he has opened to them a 
new dooi for study and practice,— 
Neiu York Sun.
The Seven Wise Men.
Most people have heard of the 
“  Seven Wise Men of Greece,”  but very 
piece of cardboard, so I  had it as full as few know who they werejor how they 
it would hold. When I got home I
r>vX
weighed the glassful, then emptied it 
and weighed the glass, so I  got the 
weight of the locusts; then 1 counted 
them out (566), then measured very ac­
curately the solid contents of the glass, 
by weighing the amount of water it held 
and computing from that; thus I  had 
space, number and weight for data.
“ Knowing we had dug and filled 300 
feet of trench one foot wide, filled to 
one foot deep, I  calculated that the re­
sult was: killed and buried seven and a 
half millions of locusts, weighing ten 
and a half tons, in two hours from the 
time the trenches were ready; about four 
hours altogefcher, ”  «
Eood of the Ancients.
The diversity of substances which we 
find in the catalogue of articles of food 
is as great as the variety with which the 
art or the science of cookery prepares 
them. The notions of the ancients on 
this important subject are worthy of 
remark. Their taste regarding meat 
was various. Beef they considered the 
most substantial food ; hence it consti­
tuted the chief nourishment of their 
atheleine. Camels’ and dromedaries’ 
flesh was much esteemed, their heels 
mofct. ‘^specially. Donkey flesh was in 
high repute; Maecenas, according to 
Pliny, delighted in i t ; and the wild ass 
brought from Africa, was compared to 
venison. The hog and wild boar appear 
to have been held in great estimation ; 
and a hog was called “ animal propter 
conviva natum ;”  but the classical por­
tion of the sow was somewhat singular 
— “ vulva nil duleius ampia . ”  Their 
mode of killing swine was as refined in 
barbarity as in epicurism. Plutarch 
tells us that the gravid sow was actually 
tiamped to death, to form a delicious 
mass fit for the gods. At other times, 
pigs were slaughtered with red-hot spits, 
that the blood might not be lost. Stuf­
fing a pig with assafoetida and very 
small animals was a luxury called “ p or­
ous Trojanus / ”  alluding, no doubt, to 
the warriors who were concealed in tbe 
Trojan horse. Young bears, dogs anu 
foxes (tlie latter more esteemed when 
fed upon grapes) were also much ad­
mired by the Romans, who were also so 
fond of various birds that some consular 
families assumed the names of those 
they m~st esteemed. Cattius tells us 
how to drown fowls in Falernian wine, 
to render them more luscious and ten­
der. Pheasants were brought over 
from Colchis, and deemed at one time 
such a rarity that one o f the Ptolemies 
bitterly lamented his never having 
tasted any. Peacocks were also very 
highly esteemed.
came to be called so. The seven wise 
men of Greece are supposed to have 
lived in the. fifth century before Christ. 
Their names are Pittacus, Bins, Solon, 
Thales, Chilou, Cleobulos and Porian- 
der. The reason of their being called 
wise is given differently by various 
authors, but the most approved accounts 
state that as some Coans were fishing, 
certain strangers from Miletus bought 
whatever should he in the nets without 
seeing it. When the nets were brought 
in they were found to contain a gold 
tripod which Helen, as she sailed from 
Troy, is supposed to have thrown there. 
A dispute arose between the fishermen 
and the strangers as to whom it be­
longed, and, aS they could not agree, 
they took it to the the temple of Apollo 
and" consulted the priestess as to what 
should be done with it. She said it 
must be given to the wisest man in 
Greece, and it was accordingly sent to 
one of the seven, who modestly disclaim­
ed the title and forwarded the jewel to 
another, and so on, until it had passed 
through the hands of all the men, dis­
tinguished afterward as the “ Seven 
Wise Men, and as each one claimed that 
the other was wiser than he, it was 
finally sent to the temple of Apollo, 
where it long remained to teach the 
lesson that the wisest are the most dis­
trustful of their wisdom.
T h e  Ph yntology o f  the lilv e r .
The liver is the largest secreting organ in the 
human body, and the bile which it secretes is 
more liable to vitiation and misdirection from 
its proper channels than any other of the 
animal fluids. Luckily for the bilious, how­
ever, there is an unfailing source of relief from 
liver complaint, namely Hostetter’s Stomach 
Bitters, a medicine which for over a quarter of 
a century has been achieving thorough cures 
of the above-mentioned ailments, fever and 
ague, dyspepsia, bowel complaiuts, rheumatic 
and kidney affections and disorders involving 
loss of nervous vigor. Jt is, moreover, a pre­
ventive of malarial disease, and affords pro­
tection to thousands of persons residing in 
districts of country where that dire scourge 
is prevalent. As a remedy adapted to the me­
dicinal requirement of families, it is supremely 
desirable, and as a means of fortifying a debil­
itated system, it is thoroughly to be depended 
upon.
A  W o m a n ’ s  B ogie.
“  It is useless to take medicine. I shall feel 
better to-morrow. Besides I need the money 
to get that lovely new hat. My old one is such 
a fright, and people will look more at my bon­
net than they will at my face. I will wait till I 
feel worse before I spend any money for medi­
cine. ” The new bonnet is purchased and fifty 
other feminine necessaries in the form of rib­
bons, laces, brooches, etc. Meanwhile the 
lady’s face becomes every day paler and thin­
ner, and her body weaker, until disease has 
gained so firm a foothold in her system, that 
the most thorough, and ofttimes a long and 
tedious, course of treatment is necessary to re­
store her to health. Ladies, attend to voui 
health before you ever think of your apparel. 
A fresh, blooming face in a plain bonnet is 
much handsomer and far more attractive to 
your gentlemen friends than a pain-worn dis­
eased face in the moat elaborate and elegant 
hat your milliuer could devise. Dr. Pierce’s 
Favorite Proscription is everywhere acknowl­
edged to be the standard remedy for female 
complaints and weaknesses. It is sold by 
druggists._____________ __________
More than 30,000 Cabinet or Parlor Organs 
are now sold in the United States yearly. The 
best are those made by Mason & Hamlin, who 
have taken highest honors at all world’s expo­
sitions for twelve years, and are the only 
American makers who have taken such at any.
o
DEMOREST’S MONTHLY
“  A Sl ig h t  C o l d , ’ ’ C o u g h s . — Few are aware 
of the importance of checking a cough or 
‘ 1 slight cold ”  which would yield to a mild 
remedy ; if neglected, often attacks the lungs. 
“ Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” give sure and 
almost immediate relief.
There is no excuse longer for leaky roofs. 
I f  doubted, purchase a 50c. or 75c. can of Van- 
dervoort’s Flexible Cement aud try it. Used 
over thirteen years with perfect success. Sold 
by hardware and paint supply stores. A child 
can apply it. Send stamp to Yandervoort, 12Gth 
street, New York, for circular. Agents wanted
P im p le s , F r e c k le s , etc.
The most wonderful discovery yet known. 
Mrs. Dr. L . K. Shaw’s Moth and Freckle 
Lotion. May be had of your druggist. Price 
only *1.00. For particulars, address Mrs. Dr. 
L . K. Shaw, 140 East 28ch Street, New York. 
Mrs. Shaw’s Liver Pills. Best in the world.
For upwards of thirty years Mrs. W INSLOW ’S 
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children 
with never-failing success. It corrects acidity 
of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates 
the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhoea, 
whether arising from teething or other causes 




Wood Tag Plug 
T obacco .
f a n  P io m f e s  T obacco  Co m p a c t , — _
New York, Boston, p.nd Chicago.
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten 
the breath, use Brown’s Camphorated Sapona­
ceous Dentifrice. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Hon. C. It. Parsons, mayor of Rochester, was 
radically cured of Bright’s Disease by Craig’s 
Kidney Cure. Depot 42 University PI., N. Y.
Chew Jackson’s Best 8weet Navy Tobacco.
I M P O R T A N T  N O T IC E .—F a r m e r * , Famil­
ies aud Others can purchase no Remedy equal to Dr, 
TO BIAS’ VEN ETIA N  LIN IM EN T for the cure ot 
Oholera, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Group, Oolic and Sea­
sickness, taken internally (it is perfectly harmless; see 
oath accompanying each bottle) and externally for 
Ohvonio Rheumatism, Headache, Toothache, Sore 
Throat, Outs, Burns. Swellings, Bruises, Mosquito 
Bites. Old Sores, Pains iu Limbs, Back and Chest. The 
VEN ETIAN  LINIMENT was introduced in 1847, and 
no one who lias used it but continues to do so, many 
stating if it was Ten Dollars a Bottle they would not be 
without it. Thousands o f Certificates can be seen at 
the Depot, speaking of its wonderful ourative proper­
ties. Sold by the Druggists at 4 0  o t » .  Depot 4 2  
Murray 8t., New York
Ths) MarKfflts*
maw tea*,
Beaf Giittla—Native................ ».«<•■ 07
Texueand Cherokee. 00
Milch Oowb. *-46 00
Hogs— L ive...........— .............................. 03, , „
D re e s e d .. . ........«<,<>.................   C 4 * (#
Sheep................03 &
L a m h a .. . . , , .............................................. 04 @
Cotton— M iddling U plands. . . . . . .  0 9 * ®
Flour—W estern— G ood to C hoice. . . 4 1 5  3  6 50
State— Choice to  Fancy.......... 4 O ' ®  5 2.5
Wheat— N o. 8 R ed .  ............. 1 0 8 * ®  1 L8-,
W hite State.......... .. 1 09 # 1  10 /,
B ye— State........................ .................... 01 ■£ 61
Barley—-State...............    92 )4®
BarleyMalt.. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oats— M ixed  W e s t e r n . . . . . ..................
Corn— M ixed W estern U n graded . . . .
Hay. per o w t . . . . ........................ ..
Straw, per owt L on g  R ye......................
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The New York correspondent of the 
Troy Times says: The amount of loss 
inflicted on our banks by burglars is 
really small when compared with that 
due to internal fraud. There has been, 
indeed, during my own memory, a series 
of defalcations in the banks of this oity 
which would make a burglar’s mouth 
j water, since in but one .case was there 
any punishment. Here are a few figures: 
American exchange bank, pay’g teller.* 90,000
Fulton bank, cashier’s son........................  65,000
Ocean bank, paying toller.........................  90.000
Grocers’ bank, assistant cashier........... 60.000
Tradesman’s bank, book-keeper........... 40,000
Merchants’ exchange bank, cashier.. .  GOO.OOO 
City bank, book-keeper.............................. 400,000
The entire capital of the Atlantic bank 
($300,000) was embezzled by its ershier, 
and this was the only instance in which 
a sentence was incurred. The bank of 
the State of New York lost $500,000 by 
the fraud of its officers, who retained 
the plunder with perfect immunity.
Some one has suggested that if the 
inventor of the phonograph would 
bring out a little machine to be attached 
to the front door, which would say, 
when the landlord called for the rent, 
“ Come again next month,”  it would 
have a good sale. So it would ; and if 
he wanted a name for it he might call it 
the postponograph.
H erring, B » led , per b o x . . . .  
Petroleum — QrtJ .0 7 * ® 0 8 *
W ool—O aliforr S p r in g . . . . . .
Texas “  .......................




F a ctory .......................
—State F a cto ry .. . . . . . .
State S k i m m e d . . . . . . . . . . . .
W estern1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
State and P en nsylvania ...........
phiz. A sm , vhTa .
F leur—Pennsylvania Extra N o. 2 . . .
Wheat—B ed Pen nsylvan ia ._________
Rya. . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . « - . . .  . . . . . .
Ooru—Yellow...... ..........................
Sail M ix e d ., . . . .  ......................
Oat-— M ixed .......................... . . . . .
Petroleum — C ru d e.. . . . . . .G 7*® U 7*
W ool— C olorado.......... ............................
T e x a s . . . . . . . . . ........... ..............
C a l i f o r n ia . . . . . . ......................
BUFFALO.
F l o u r . . . . . . --------------. . .  .............. ........
Wheat— R ed W inter................................
Dorn— M ix e d .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  •
| O a ts ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i B y * . ....................... .....................................
\ Barley............................................ . . . . . . .
Barley M a l t . . . . . . . . . ......... .
BOS'JCOK.
B e d  C a t t l e . . . . . . .....................................
S h o e p ..................... ...................... . —
H ogs. 0 4 * ®
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Flonr—W isconsin  an d  M in n eso ta .. .  6 60 #  8 Oj
Corn—M ix ed .........................................   6 1 * #  64
Oats— “  ............................................. 28 <3 31
W ool—Onto and Pennsylvania X X . . .  85 #  87
C a li f o r n ia . . . . . .......... 22 <3 22
BHI&msOH, MASS.
Beef C a ttle .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
S h e e p .. . ............................... ...................
L a m b s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  04 #
H ogs.......................... ............ . 04*®
WATIBtOTO, HASS.
Best Cattle— P oor to  C h oice .. . . . . . .
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WORLD S MODEL MAGAZINE
A grand combination of the entertaining, the useful, 
and the beautiful, with tine art engravings and oil 
pictures in each No. i ’ l t l t 'E  2 5 r .  Y E A R L Y  3*3, 
with an unequaled premium, two splendid oil pictures, 
R o c k  o f  A g e e  and T l ie  L io n ’ * B r id e ,  i 5 x 2  I 
inches, mounted on canvas.; transportation 5 C e . 
extra. Send postal card for full particulars. Address
W .  J E N N I N G S  D E W I O R E S T ,
17  E a st  1 4 th  S tree t, N e w  Y o r k .
Established 1838.
Gargling Oil Liniment
Y ellow  W rapper for A n im al and W h ite  for 
H um an F lesh , 
is  GOOD FOR
I Burns and Scalds, Sprains and Bruises,
I Chilblains, F rost Bites,Stringhalt, W in d fa lls , 
Scratches o -  n ease , F oot H ot in Sheep,
i
Chapped H ands, 
j Flesh .Vounds,
External P oisons,
| Sand Cracks, 
j Galls o f  all kinds,
I Sitfast, R in gb on e,
1 Poll E vil,
I Sw ellings, T um ors,
G arget in C ow s,
I Cracked Teats,
[C allous, Lam eness,
| H orn  D istem per,
C row  ns cab, Quitter,
[F o u l Ulcers, Farcy,
I A b cess  o i  the Udder,
I Sw elled L egs, 
j Thrush ,
Merchant’s Gargling Oil is the standard 
I L inim ent o f  the U nited Stakes. L arge size, 
$ i ;  medium , 50c; sm all, 25c. Sm all s ize  for 
fam ily use, 25c. M anufactured at L ock p ort, 
N . Y .,  by M erchant’ s G arg ling  Oil Com pany, 
JOHN HODGE, S e e * . '
F ou ndered  Feet,
R ou p  in Prraltry, 
C racked H eels, 
E p izootic ,
Lam e B ack , 
H em orrh o id , or P iles, 
T oothach e,
R h ev ..atism ,
SJj-avins, Sw eeney, 
Fistula, M ange,
Caked Breasts,
Sore N ipp les,
Curb, O ld Sores,
C orns, W h itlow s, 
Cram ps, Bckls, 
W eakness o f  the Joints 
Contraction o f  M uscles.
N Y N U 4S
Music Teafcs Will Do fell
T O  U S E !  )
Wo* Plano Scholars, Mason’s Pianoforte Technics
0 8 2 .5 0 )  a book of sterling merit, with about 5U0 
Technical Exercises, which may be expanded to 
many thousands, if desired. Admirably prepared 
by W m . M ason , assisted by W. S. B. Matthews. 
Rave you read the tost Musical Record ? 5  cts. each.
Wot Organ Scholars, Clarke’s Harinoaic School
F O R  T H E  O R G A N . ( » 3 . )  The newest aud 
the very best Organ School. Teaches caiupoaitio*: 
as well as playing. By W m . H. Oi.a r k k .
Subscribe fa r  the Musical Record ! 5?2 per year.
For Thorough Base Scholars, Jotason’sN e w M e M  
F O R  T H O R O U G H  B A S K . ( # 1 . )  The sim­
plest and best method to teach Chord playing, in 
Hymn Tunes, Glees, Part-Songs, <Sco. Ask for the 
NXW Method.
il2  payee o f  Music per year in the Musical Record.'
Wot Singing Classes. ON W A R D !  Singing School 
Book by L. O. E mkkson . 4 7 . 5 0  per dozen and 
J O H N S O N ’ S  M e th o d  f o r  s in artu a  <Jliie*en.
SO  per cozen, are splendid books, differing in price 
and contents, but accomplishing the same excellent 
result in diverse ways. Examiue both !
Ash at News Stands f o r  Musical Record /
Any book mailed post-free, for retail price.
OLIVER DITS0N & CO., Boston.
V .  a .  D IT S O N  <Sc C O .,
8 4 3  B r o a d w a y , N e w  Y o r k .
J ,  K .  B I T  SON Sc V O .,
0 2 2  U k M tn n t  Wh .  P h lia .
la Old SULiab® Conaeit(ruled Ly*
FOR FAMILY SOAP MAKING.
m-a-jt'.eov K'loo.wpAzyitur each aaa far making Bhurd 
Beft and Toilet Soap sjulosAly.
IT  IS TOLL WZN3 err A m u  s p m iim o t m .
Tk» market i> Stood,d with (no-eallod) Concentrate 
Lye, which la aduitaratad with aalt sard .-nun. •«< «.»»• 
nmke soap.
b a  r s  M o ir x r , a n d  b u t  tm m  
M A D * ® Y  TH B
PaunsylT&ziLia Salt M&nuf’ g  Go., 
___________F H I l r A W r H I A .
FR A N K  L E S L I E ’ S
SUNDAY MAGAZINE.
CONDUCTED BY
C H A R L E S  E 0 R C E  D EEM S , D. D,.
P a sto r  o f  the Church o f  the S tr a n g e r ,.
The Su nd ay  Ma g a zin e  aims to supply pure and 
healthy reading, not 01 ly for Sunday, but for *.very day 
of the week. It contains more reading ma ter, and is 
more profusely illustrated, than any other similar peri­
odical published in Europe or A m erica; and no effort, 
or expense will be spared by the Editor and Publisher 
to render it worthy o f the c  irdial appreciation and gen­
erous support, which it has received.
The number for January, which will be issued early 
in December, commences the Fifth Semi-Annual 
Volume of the Su nday  M ag a zin e . This presents a 
favorable opportunity for the commencement of new 
Subscriptions ; and the Publisher especially desires that 
former Subscribers will renew their tSub-criptions 
promptly, so that he may be enabled to have the uaaie» 
duly registered.
T E R M S  :
Three Dollars per Annum, or Twenty-five Cen:* 
per Single Number.
The Magazine may be ordered through any Bookseller 
or Newsdealer.
When sent directly from the Office, the Postage w ii’1 
be prepaid by the Publisher.
F r a n k  L e s l i e ’ s  P u b lis h in g  House,
53, 55 a n d  57 P a r k  P la c e ,
N E W  Y O R K .___________________
J illlL
T H E  B E S  H
i J l & T T l E B O H S f l f r
T H E  L I G H T  R U N N I N G
i H E W  H O M E
Is the But<(, L a te n t  I m p r o v e d ,  and moat T h o r ­
o u g h ly  C o n s t r u c t e d
S ew ing  M ach ine
e v e r  I n v e n t e d .  It is
N O I S E L E S S , and has more P O I N T S  o f  E X ­
C E L L E N C E  than all other Machines comniued.
rS l^ A tJ E N T S  W A N T E D  in localities where wo 
arc not represented.
JOHNSON, CLARK & CO.^
3 0  U n io n  S q u a r e ,  N e w  Y o r k ,
O r a n g e ,  M a s s . ,  P i t t s b u r g .  P a . ,  C h ie u x o ,  I I I . ,  
« r .  L o u is ,  iU o .
NEW PUBLICATION!!
Rare Chance for Ladies & Gents!!
10.000 Wanted to Canvass for 
HENRY LOVELL: a  temperance story.
(5  Illustrations: Full-Paee Frontispiece.) 
Highly Com m ended by HERALD, WATCHMAN, POST, 
CHRISTIAN REGISTER, BOSTON; and Various Other 
First-Class Papers th rou gh ou t the cou n try . 
“ Mr A rn o ld  is well kn ow n  as a w riter o f g o o d  
books—books of sterling  worth.”-  BOSTON POST- 
FREE FROM ALL SECTARIANISM. 
Muslin-bound, gilt back, $100: Paper. 50 cts. 
ALEX. S. ARNOLD, PUBLISHER,VALLEY FALIS.R.I.
| ANU FACTORY,
A G E N T S  W A N T E D  O R
THE OBESE OF IB M !
The most startling description of the terrible effects of 
rum ever wrilteu. Embracing also the life-work and 
speeches of F r a n c is  Mu r p h y , Dr. Reynolds and their 
co-laborors. The great Bluf. and R kd  R ibbon  book. 
Sells at sight. 9t)0 pages. Price * 2 . 0 0 .  Big terms. 
Address, H .  S .  <4G O D S P E E D  dfc C O .,
N e w  Y o r k .
F or Beauty o f Polish. Saving Labor, Ciena- 
liness. Durability Cheapness, Unequaled- 
M O R SE  B R O S., Prop’rs, Canton, Mass,
B Sure relief jUfUTTliTj
KIDDER’S PASTILLES •by mail. StowellA Co,
Charlestown, Mass.
L878 Holiday Greeting! 1879
UOTY 3 7 3  O x rs .'* * - :a a . f o r  SH O  *7*
^ U L O O O  PIANO F 0 R : . $ 2 3 3
_____ TY5!££L2
Rosewood Cose, new and valuable improvements, elegantly 
finished T h ree  Strings. Weight, when boxed.over 1,000
lbs Seven one-third (.7 1-3) octave, full agraffe scale, rose­
wood case, all round comers, be autiful carved legs and lyre, 
heavv serpentine and top mouldings all around the case, 
baclcil nisned same as front. All iniproyementsjwith Beattys 
very latest 
proved new
fret desk, cr.. . •- --------1 ------
kev fronts, capped hammers, agraffe treble and every l m- 
n r o v s i n e n t  which can in any way tend to the perfection 
S f the Instrument has been added. Thisi instruments a 
magnificent Pianoforte. R eg u la r  R e ta il P rice  ask ed  
t>y"tii# I fo n o p o ls ts  abou t
h m v  ts ny 
st full iron frames, bars and extra braces, im-
l  scale, overstrung bass. French grand action, 
carved pedal, solid rosewood mouldings, ivory
.... $1000
I  wlU soU tbt« instrum ent direct ,C“*S K—Vfc
du rin g  the H O L I D A Y f o r  only jfp B BEATTY S3&&S
No such offers as these were ever made before.butknow- 
Infif that their i:.traduction will repay mo on future sales, 
I  offer them to readers of this paper nt. those prices during 
the Holidays. O rder direct, from  this advertisem ent, 
which w ill  not- appear again , and no further reductions 
can be made. Having met with unparalleled success within 
the past year and extended my sales over the world by an 
extended tour through the Continent of Europe, I have re­
turned determined that no town or village m m y native 
country shall bo unrepresented by my instruments, and all 
energies, aided with ample capital, will be exerted to ae-
I’rincipal Forte; (13) Llut \ Five*.5> o c t a v e s .  7 
neered Panel Cases, highly finished, and a beau tit ui uruc 
design. Upriprht Bellows. S o l i d  W a l n u t  C c * 8 e - j  
Improved Knee Swell, and Beatty’s New Exeehiior O'/zsrcd 
O r g a n  K n e e  S w e ll  - The mechanism, design and m m :- 
in  this Organ renders it the most desirable ever bet’ore man­
ufactured for tlie parlor. AioldoiiToiiiruelceed*. PejfUitur
energies, aided xvit-ti a pio capital. " hi ne eierw u l u " S g i '^ ? n  this | ,w tr iin ^ cn ^ d F re ct^ 'i^  
complisli this object, hence the aoovo offers, that can not J J  > l¥>AYf.' fo r  onlV £ £  £be made liy any other responsible house in America or tlie | during the IIO L ID A l , tor  on ly  n jpr
V oik i. Don’t  miss these vein’ valuable offers. O rder now . 1 ™> « > ; ------ ' f  i . a r -  cn i,.„ .in «n n i.- c iv\ line tw o act o f  reed «!!0<) Organ, new and as good as the best o f this capacity, for only Splendid PJ10 to.1; t . .
Organs, i>95, ^ 105 and $15 0 . Sut>Basg and Octave Coupler. 08 5 0  to O^OO^^Organs, O tlOrand% 1 -0 . Elegant jape
refunded and freight paid both wavs if unsatisfactory to  the buyer, ivairanwa six year-, .u .re aa-m . h,-u i-v.uc j. 
ri Lis now on file than any manufacturer in  the world. , l n  ordering, state where yen saw  tills adven 'sem en .. 
L a rge  N ew spaper, containing much information in regard to cost of Pianos and Organs, free. Bevya rq  f ) f  t r r e -  
ftDtfnBl b I m f t a t o r s .  B  you do uotwnnt one vouraelf, order one and make your friend u handsoiTC - 1 •••!.- tm.n ar
?^w?t8ar'BTq'l^ nu AddreB8, 1IA.NIJEL F. BEAT ’i'Y, Wuslrinffton, New Jersey,L. S. A-
Burlington Hawk-Eyetems.
The next timeMr, Stewart dies, lie 
will know better than to trust Judge 
Hilton with the combination.
I f  graves were rifled in the interests 
o f science people wouldn’t miud it so 
much. That is\ if the average medical 
student learned anything in the dissect­
ing room, people wouldn’t begrudge 
the young man a body now and then ; 
but—
Brethren, befoi’e we sing the next 
verse o f “ John Brown’s body lies all 
mouldy in the grave,*’ let us take a 
look into the grave and see that it is 
there. In these days oi Ohio medical 
colleges a cemetery isn’t no safer than 
a savings bank, and it may be that 
political glee clubs, who have been sing­
ing the song quoted above, have been 
chanting a rythmic lie for the past fif­
teen years.
They tell up in Elkhorn, Wisconsin, 
o f a brakeman on tne Western Union 
railroad who roared out the stations 
in such harsh, savage tones, that the 
nervous passengers begged him to 
modulate his elocution a little, and 
speak more softly. “ Thunder !”  re­
plied the indignant railroader. “ Do 
you expect a fellow to have a nice 
silver-tenor voice for thirty five dollars 
a month ?”
The other day the restless ghost o f 
Julius Caesar strolled into Burlington 
and sat down on a fire plug and watch­
ed the little bay mule from West Hill 
trying his new hind shoes on the cor­
nice of a two-story brick house. The 
shade o f  the great soldier rose to go. 
“ A h ,”  he sighed, dejectedly, to a 
Hawkeye reporter, “ this world moves 
too fast for me. I thought that rifled 
artillery was a marvellous improve­
ment on our old battering rams, and 
now the Americans have brought out 
a new projectile on the old principle 
that discounts anything that ever car­
ried powder.”  And he went back to 
his present lodgings.
“ Supper is now ready in the smoking 
car,”  shouted the breakmau, and a 
young man from Hartford who was on 
his way to San Francisco, got up and 
went forward to see what the brakeman 
meant. He went into the smoking 
car and found a party o f Bavarian em­
igrants cooking two kinds o f a cheese 
and three denominations of sausagoo 
on the stove. He came out very pale 
and gave the brakeman half a dollar 
to stand on the platform and burn 
matches under his nose. “ W as it 
very bad ?” an old gentleman asked 
him, when he returned to the coach. 
“ Sir,”  said the young man of Hartford, 
“ you’ll never smell any thing like it 
until you have been dead about six 
months.”
Throstlewait, o f  West Hill, has just 
returned from Omaha, aud as does 
every man who goes west o f the Miss­
ouri river, returned laden with trophies 
o f the chase. “ You say you shot it 
yourself?”  asked a critical friend, ex- 
aminiug.the elkhorns with a great deal 
6f interest.”  ‘ ‘Y es,”  replied Throstle- 
wait with an awful sinking o f the heart. 
“ H ’m,”  said the friend, “ and how 
old are you now ?”  Throstlewait 
whispered faintly, “ Thirty-nine,”  and 
then lost his voice and the friend retir­
ed. Throstlewait finds a little brass 
plate set in the end o f the horns, en­
graved, “ J. Hovley,gun smith,Cincin­
nati, 1849.”  And it makes him aw­
ful mad to have anybody come in and 
ask him if it is really true that he shot 
a deer whe he was only four j'gars 
old.
A  very fashionable paragraph now 
is one that goes on to state how often 
“ the funniest things that fall from the 
paragrapher’s pen, are written when 
lie is suffering bodily and mental an­
guish aud distress, and he labors to 
make other people laugh when he is 
sad and dispirited,”  etc. Ah, yes, 
brethren, but then, if the paragrapher 
suffers while he writes his jokes, just 
think o f the sufferings o f the poor peo­
ple who have to read them. But seri­
ously, there is nothing in this that is 
remarkable, Other men in other pro­
fessions, do the same thing every day. 
Lawyers work when they don’t feel 
w ell; tired accountants and book-keep­
ers plod along through columns o f fig­
ures and intricate interest accounts 
that would drive us mad, when the 
headache is fairly blinding them ; 
freight brakemeu run along the icy 
roofs o f rocking cars when the night 
is as black as ink about them aud the 
north wind, howling across the prai- 
-ries, chills their ver} marrow ; the 
paragrapher’s wife, if he has one, suf­
fers and works and never complains ; 
carpenters, laborers, school teachers, 
preachers, raftmen, everybody has to 
work sometimes when they would a 
great deal rather sleep. Why should 
the paragrapher expect to be exempt 
from the general law? I f he only 
worked when he felt just like it, he 
would write about two paragraphs a 
year, and one of them would be a joke 
on k my grandfather’s clock’ ’ and the 




Over the Post Office.
UST0X7*7" OA-TA.IjOG-XTE
^ "F ollow in g  is a Catalogue of Books in 
the Phillips Circulating Library, with their 
Numbers :—
p F ”For Rates, etc., see first page.
No. 1. Atlas of Aroostook County
2. Polar and Tropical Worlds Halting
3. Jesus and his Biographers Furness
4. Prize Essays on a Congress of Nations
5. Joseph II and his Court Muhlbah
6. Daughter of an Empress
7. Marie Antoinette & her Son
8. Napolean & the Queen of Persia “
9. Old Fritz
10. Centennial Celebration of Bangor
11. Underground or Life Below Surface
12. An Examination of Phrenology
13. Old Testament Unveiled Putman
14. Saint Honan’s Weil Waverly Novels
15. Confession of Harry Larreque 
1(5. Waverly Novels
17. Press of Maine, The Griffin
18. Reveries of a Bachelor Ike Marvel
19. Frederick the G reat at Court Muhlbah
20. Miss Gilbert’s Career
21. Memoir of Josiah Peet
22. Can the Old Love?
23. Irvingiana Irving
24. Bible Stories.
25. Foe in the Household Caro. Chesebro 
2(5. Marquis of Villsmur George Sand
27. Garth. Hawthorn
28. Phrenology. Spurzheim
29. Men of Our Times H . 11. Stowe,
30. Sights and Secrets of National Capital
31. Life in Utah, & c. I  lead e
32. Works of Shakespear, The
33. Maine in the War Whitman & True
34. Tell It All Mrs. Stenhouse
35. Reflections on Works of God Slurm
36. Life of Dr. Kane Dr.Elder
37. Casket, The
38. Ladies Magazine.
39. Critical History of the late Am ’n War
40. Journal of Health
41. Oliver Twist.
42. Gaston’s Collections.
43. Field, Forest & Garden Gray
44. Astoria—Vol.I Irving
45. “ Vol. II
46. Hints Concerning Greenwood
47. Romance of History—Vol. I
48. “  “  Vol. II
49. European Life and Manners—Vol. I
50. “ “  “  Vol. II
51. Sermons by the Monday Club.
« 52. Hitherto Mrs. Whitney
53. The H. Family
54. Swallow Barn Kennedy
55. Maine State Year Book for 1878
56. Washington and his Generals Headley
57. Recollections of Layfayette—I Cloquet
58. “  “ Vol II
59-63.Works of Mrs. Sherwood—5 Vois.
64. Home for All
65. Dr. Yeoman on Consumption
66. The Great Western Cook Book
67. History of the U. S. Goodrich
68. Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands 
69-70.Recolections of a Life Time (2 vols.,)
71. Sketches in Switzerland.
72. Diary of Kitty Trevylyn 
73 4 .The Desultory Man—2 Vols 
75. The Henusmou 
76-7.Life of Lord Edward—2 v oi»
78. Fireside Education
79. The Lofty and the Lowly
80. Ethel’s Love life
81. Hopes and Fears
82. Political Geognsy
83. A Popular Treatise
84. Three Days on the White Mountains
85. Our Village
86. Oriental Annual
87. Advice of a Father to his Son
8g. Madge. II. H. G.
89. On Both Sides of the Sea
90. Flag Ship.
91. Picnic Papers Dickens
92. Skimmings
93. Memoir of Felix Neff Gilley
94. Fern Leaves from Fannie’s Portfolio
95. A Life for a Love
96. Tutti Frutti Prime
97. Domestic Portraiture 
98-9.The Far West—2 Vols
100, The Winter Studies 
l-SS.Daisy Chain, The—2 Vols
3. liuth Hall Fanny Fern
4. President Lincoln’s Administration













































































Private Life of Layfayette 
Giafar A1 Barmeki 
Advice to Young Men 
American Cottage Life 
Western Travels 
Sketches in Switzerland
7- 8,Pelayo—2 Vols 
9, Ailiford
The Pride of Life -
Memoir Mrs. Wvnslow
Manuel of Agriculture Emerson
The Victims of Society 
Winter Studies and Summer Rambles 
Child at Home, The 
6-7.City of the Sultan—2 Vols 
8, Letters from Abroad
Hester, the Bride of the Islands-poem 
Hallig, or the Sheepfold in the Waters 
Hymns for Mother and Children 
Farmer’s Barn Book 
Friendships Offering 
Married or Single 
Russell’s Elocution 
Europe, Asia & Africa 
Governmental Instruction 
Manuel of Phonography 
Lyteria. Poem 
Hopes and Fears 
Homestead on the Hillside
2- 3.Conquest of Grenada—2 Vols
4, Tales of a Traveller 
Leaves from the Tree Igdrasyl 
Alone 
El Fureidis
Ship and Shore „
Notions of the Americans 
Mimic Life A  mm Cora Retchie
Parley’s Magazine—2 Vols 
Lights & Shadows of African History
3- 4,Peter Simple—2 Vols
5, Anecdotes of the Animal Kingdom
6, The School Fellow
7, Asiatic History
8- 62, Tales and Novels—4 Vols
163, Lights and Shadows of Ethiopia 
Celebrated American Indians 
Ancient and Modern Literature 
Curiosities of Human Nature 
American Indians 
Tales and Sketches 
Flashes of Light from Spirit Land 
The Golden Hour
Life of George Washington Weems 
Duncan Dunbar Chaplin
Young People’s History of Maine 
Divine Attribute. Swdenborg
Glances and Glimpses 
Biography of A B Whiting 
The Crucible 










History of Rome 
Brief Poems 
School Government.
Speeches and Lectures 
The Cloven Foot 
The Pioneers
Newman’s Political Economy 
Course of Readings 
A Two-Fold Life 





















Bracebridge Hall—2 Vols 
Karl Werner—2 Vols 
John G o d fre y ’s Fortunes Bay d Taylor 
Tales Upon Texts Adams
The P io n e e r  Boy ^
Hedged In Elizabeth Stuart Phelps 




My Brothers Keeper 
Dana’s Muck Manual 
Juvenile Keepsake 
Traveling Bachelor «
Young Christian, The 
Wool Gathering 
Flours, Birds and Insects 
The Tanner Boy 
Lord Bantam
Report of Magnetical Experience 
Rainbows fo r  Children 
Patience of Hope, The 
Belzoni’s Travels 
Genesis and Geology 
Manners and Customs t 
The Lofty and Lowly 
Lady Byron Vindicated 
Story of Avis 
Good Things 
Fame and Fortune 
Wandering R eco lle ction s  
Unawares
Auto-Biogiaphy of Joseph Bates 
Painter, Nilder and Vrrmshers’ Comp. 
Religious Amendment to Constitution 
World and its Inhabitants, The 
Scenes of Wealth 
St. Ronan’s Well 
His Grandmothers 
Mendelssohn’s Letters 
Dikes and Ditches 
Down the Rhine 
Phonthell Recollections 
Myrtis Mrs. Sigourney
Broken Bud, The 
World’s Birthday, The 
Hymns of Faith and Hope 
Doctrine of Immortality 
Irving’s Works 
Paradise Lost
The Scripture Club of Valley Rest 
G rent Mysteries 
Try Again
Sayings of Litile Ones 
Physiology and Calesthenic Exercises 
Mothers’ Friend 
Twelve Years With the Children 
Angel Voices
Auto-Biography of Lemuel Norton 
Dorothea Trudgel 
Handbook of Penmanship 
Book of Golden Deeds 




Tired of Housekeeping 
Lovers and Husbands 
The Silver Penny Series 
The Heiress
Discovery of the Polar Regions 
Nhe Religious Souvernier 
Democracy 
Pastor’s Daughter
Life of Alexander the Great. Williams 
Six Months in a Convent 
Two Years Before the Mast 
Last Leaf from Sunny Side Phelps 
New Zelander, The 





China and the English 
Constance Latimer 
Mother’s Gold Ring 
Brother Bertie 
Child Life of Luther 
Atlantic Souvernier 
Ivanhoe
Pleasant Hours with Good Children 
The Robins 
Anecdotes 
Forget Me Not 
Practical Hints 
Lucy Nelson 
Man of Feeling 
C ortez.
Ben Holt’s Goo»j Name 
Union
Engineer’s Pocket Guide 
The Child’s Present 
Loitering Linus 
Pleasant Stories 
Memoirs of H Page 
The Royal Oak 
betters of John Q. Adams 
Alphabet of Botany 
Old Market Cart 
Mrs. Barbabauld's Lessons 
Uncle Sam on Phrenology 
Glover Hill 
Mrs. Holland’s Tales 
The Martyr Wife 
Trial of the Pope 
Life of Balboa 
The Eastern Question 
The Farm




Life of George Washington Sparks 
Violet McIntosh
Two Lilies Julia Kavanauh
Two Sicilies, The Sleeper
Travels in Europe and the East 
Notions of the Americans 
Miramich
EXCHANGES.
Portland, Maine State Press, Daily Advertis­
er, Sunday Times, Transcript. 
Rockland, Free Press, Courier, Gazette.
Elk River (Minn.) Weekly News.























































































































































Reticules, Umbrellas £  Carriage Trim­
mings.
Corner Main Street and Broadway,
15 FARMTNGTON, ME,
Photograph Rooms
K^“ I would announce to the public that I 
am doing a thriving business at the rooms for­
merly occupied by E. C. Merrill, and would be 
pleased to meet those desiring pictures of any 
description. Copying old and faded Pictures 
a specialty. All are invited to call and exam­
ine specimens of work. ._____________





P a r x n i n s t o n ,  I V T o . ,
G. A. FLETCHER, Propr. 
S-B^Free Coach to and from the Depot.
26
New Livery Stable! 
Xjoo Stoyell, prop’r,
Farmington, Maine. 6m
Song of Hiawatha Longfellow
lLLINF'RY AND FANCY GOO DS, at the 
L o w e s t  P r i c e s ,
At Mrs. M. J. BURNS!,




Direct from the W est.
T H E  N E W  Y O R K
WEEKLY ATLAS.
Send Seventy-five Cents and Receive it far 
O N E  Y E A E .
It is an eight-page, forty-eight column pa­
per, issued Wednesday morning, and contains 
all the latest news from all parts of the world, 
together with a variety of
C H O IC E  L IT E R A T U R E ,
IL L  US TRA T E D  S T O R 1E S , 
O R IG IN A L  P O E M S ,
M A S O N IC ,
F A S H IO N , and
S O C IE T Y  G O S S IP .
THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
is a special feature, conducted by one of the 
most celebrated agricultural writers of the 
period, aud the discussions which appear each 
week have been commended by the press 
throughout the entire country. The
DAIRY AND LIVE STOCK DEPARTMENT
is exceedingly well conducted. The result of 
numerous experiments made by the writer will 
lie clearly set forth in an intelligent manner, 
and every Farmer or Stock-Raiser must ac­
quire valuable information from the contents 
of each issue.
The Articles on
A P I C U L T U R E
are contributed by a gentlemen who has suc­
cessfully mastered the business, and cares for 
upwards of One Hundred Colonies of Bees.
The extended
Marlxot Report*
excel those of any Weekly periodical.
The immense circulation enables us to place 
the price within the reach of every family in 
the United States.
OnLy 7 5  Cents at Year!
At this low price no one can afford to be 
without it.
As an inducement for
Postmasters, Newsdealers
and others to get up clubs, we make the fol­
lowing liberal offer:
Any person sending a Club of Five or more 
for one year, can retain 25 cents from each sub­
scription, remitting to us 50 cents for each 
name, and a copy of the paper will be sent 
weekly to all said subscribers, postage paid, 
for one year.
It is not necessary for all the names to be ad­
dressed to the same office.
Subscriptions may begin at any time, and the 
address changed as often as the subscriber di­
rects, without additional charge.
Remit by Post Office Order or Registered let­
ter to the
NEW YORK WEEKLY ATLAS,





Id E very  Post Town in the United States
To send supscriptlons for
BURLINGTON
HAWKEYE.
Send five cents for copy and terms to agents.




The Highest Shipping Prices
Will be Paid.
Flour, Grain, Salt, Lime, Nails, 
Cement, Lead, Paints and 
Oils, Groceries, &c.,
As Low as the Lowest.
L^Please call and examine my stock before 
purchasing elsewhere.
H. W . LOWELL.
13 West Farmington, Me.
Sept 10th, 187*.




O p t i c a l  G o o d s !
W a t c h  R e p a ir in g  a  S p e c ia l t y .
No. 3 Beal Block. 36* Phillips, Maine.
Union Nat’l Rank,
O F  P I I I I j X j I P S .
----- o------
B u s in e s s  H o u r s :—10 a. m . t o  12 m . 1 t o  J 
p. m.
N. B. B e a l , P rest. | J. E. T h o m p s o n , Cashier. 
Beal Block, Phillips, Me.
ALDEN J. BLETHEN,
Attorney at Law,
PORTLAND, -  - MAINE.
lyyPrompt attention given to all business 
sent from Franklin County. Practice in all 
the courts of the State, and special attention 
given to practice in the United States Courts.
•las. Morrison, ,Tr.,
Attorney at  L a w ,







CROCKERY & GLASS WARE
I N  T O W N .
Also a Large Display o f
Ladies’ Cloakings!
FLANNEL SUITINGS, &c
Big Drive a Lamps!
W  (S E E  B E L O W ).
The Best Assortment o f
Ladies’ Skirts,
Ladies’ Fine Kid Boots, 
Ladies’ Serge button do.
Ladies’ Skirts.
Shawls,Nubias!
MENS AND BOYS’ BOOTS!
W K might go on with this enumeration, but only mention a few leading articles, the 
object of which is to induce you to
Come in and See for Yourselves.
We propose to have a
Special Opening !
Every Thirty Days.
I T W e  shall commence Monday, 
Oct. 21, to sell
Lamps « 20 cts.
WE DEFY COMPETITION!
Don't take any body’s word, if they tell 
you the goods are imperfect. We guarantee 
every article we sell.
WEy Is It 7
1st—We pay Cash for our Goods.
2d—We buy twice as many as any other firm 
in town.
These facts alone “ought to convince the 
public that we certainly have an advantage, 
and for “Cash Down” we propose to give our 
customers the benefit eft it.
Fresh Stock Just In.
IIT N ow  is a flood time to call and examine.
A, TOOTHAKER & CO.,
7tf PHILLIPS (Upper Village), Me.
THE
Portland Advertiser
Will begin, shortly, the publication of an in­
teresting series of articles, by an eminent Re­
publican, on the
CAUSES OF THE DECLINE OF THE RE­
PUBLICAN PARTY IN MAINE, 
showing how the control of the State govern­
ment has been lost, and how it may be regain­
ed.
The Advertiser will also print, during the 
coming winter,
THE * FACTS ABOUT THE NATIONAL  
BANKS,
compiled from the laws and public documents, 
with the sole porpose of enabling every read­
er to judge wisely whether the system of bank­
ing established in 1863 is, or is not, a good sys­
tem for the country.
It will be impossible to supply back num­
bers, and readers who are interested in these 
topics, should subscribe for the paper at once. 
The price of the Advertiser, postpaid, is a dol­
lar a year, in advance.
H. W. RICHARDSON, Portland, Me. 
t^~Subscriptions will be received, if desir­
ed , at the P h o n o g r a p h  office.
W. 31. CH AN DLER,
B L A C K S M I T H !
Pliillips, IVEaino.
Particular attention paid to Interfering and 
Over-reaching, also to Edge Tool work.




Att’y at Law % Notary Public.
Farmington, Maine. 13
